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Abstract

The Hubbard model was originally proposed in 1963 as a simple model to describe electrons in a solid. Today, the model is widely believed to capture the physics of cuprate materials, which exhibit phenomena that are not yet well understood such as unconventional superconductivity. However, the model itself is still incredibly challenging to solve on a fundamental level due to strong correlations in the many-body system.

We use a quantum gas microscope of fermionic neutral lithium atoms in an optical lattice to implement the Hubbard model and gain physical insight into the underlying many-body physics. Through independent control of particle tunneling, on-site interaction, and site-resolved potentials, plus site-resolved projective measurement, this platform offers a clean and tunable system for in-depth study.

In this thesis, I describe two pathways toward probing the physics of the Hubbard model. First, I discuss our experimental implementation and characterization of a quantum state engineering technique to realize lower-entropy many-body states beginning from an ultra-low entropy band insulator. We find that although it is insufficient in its current form, the technique is highly promising and motivates the development of more sophisticated elements. Second, I share our work performing quantum simulation of the doped Hubbard model, where we find new ways to examine microscopic theories of how doped holes behave in a quantum antiferromagnet. These efforts reflect the ongoing challenges and successes toward achieving full-scale quantum simulation of the Hubbard model with ultracold atoms.
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It’s January 27, 1986, and two experimentalists in Zurich have witnessed a sharp drop in the resistance of their material at around 13 Kelvin. The record at the time for the highest superconducting transition temperature was 23 Kelvin, which had been the case for the past 12 years. For these two experimentalists, however, their material was not a cubic niobium compound like many of the su-
perconductors discovered before—rather, it was a layered copper oxide. Three months later, and they had improved the ratios of barium, lanthanum, copper, and oxygen in their material and how it was annealed to achieve a transition temperature of 35 Kelvin. Not only had K. Alex Müller and J. Georg Bednorz beaten the record for the highest transition temperature, but they had also created an entirely different type of superconductor: the first “high-temperature” superconductor. This achievement won them the 1987 Nobel Prize in Physics.

It’s April 18, 2014, and two graduate students in Cambridge, Massachusetts rearrange the optics of their experiment to once again try and image single atoms. Four other groups around the world are attempting the same feat. One student clicks “Run Scan”, and the experiment comes alive, cooling and loading a cloud of lithium atoms into a periodic array of traps as it had done tens of thousands of times before. An image updates on the screen: noisy, but with several bright round blobs. These were atoms—poorly imaged atoms, which couldn’t even compare to the rubidium quantum gas microscopes, but unlike its predecessors these were fermionic atoms. It took the group of five—Florian Huber, Maxwell Parsons, Anton Mazureenko, Sebastian Blatt, and myself—another year to perfect the high-fidelity imaging of fermionic atoms, in concert with the other groups worldwide, and our scientific community nicknamed 2015 “the year of Fermi gas microscopy”. This achievement was a huge step in cold-atom studies of the Hubbard model and, possibly, in achieving a microscopic understanding of the high-temperature superconductivity discovered almost thirty years prior.
High-temperature superconductors are one example of strongly correlated quantum systems, systems of many quantum particles which cannot be described by single-particle or mean-field theories. Despite decades of intense theoretical, numerical, and experimental work, we do not have a unified microscopic model for these superconductors’ macroscopic behavior, nor a formalism for treating strongly correlated quantum systems more generally. Exact calculations and simulations become exceedingly challenging, even on today’s state-of-the-art supercomputers. New theories and numerical computation may be helpful, but ultimately must be experimentally tested. The creation of new materials for investigation are limited by existing manufacturing technologies, and measurements on real materials are time- or spatially averaged due to the fast dynamics of and small distances between the electrons.

Ultracold atom experiments may be able to provide a complementary approach. This platform allows for the creation of quantum states in a clean, tunable environment and for readout with high
spatial and temporal resolution. By loading a cold atomic gas into an optical lattice (a periodic array of traps formed by laser light), such experiments can realize the Hubbard model\textsuperscript{2}. The Hubbard model\textsuperscript{3,4,5} is a minimal model thought to capture the physics of cuprate high-temperature superconductors, so by studying it with ultracold atoms we may reveal new physical insights on a condensed matter phenomenon with far-reaching technological applications. More broadly speaking, we are implementing a quantum simulator (see figure 1.1): using one quantum system to probe the physics of an analogous quantum system, as introduced by Richard Feynman in 1982\textsuperscript{6}. The advantage is that we approach the problem of solving classically computationally intractable problems by creating an accurate physical model which is easier to control and measure.

At the same time, the Hubbard model is a fascinating problem in its own right. It is described by two straightforward terms, yet beyond the one-dimensional case it remains analytically unsolved with many open questions on its phase diagram. Numerics of the two-dimensional Hubbard model indicate the existence of a $d$-wave superconducting phase\textsuperscript{7}, but this has yet to be experimentally shown. As for the pseudogap phase seen in the cuprates, this is also believed to be supported by the Hubbard model. However, it is not yet agreed upon whether the pseudogap arises from superconducting fluctuations\textsuperscript{8,9,10}, is a competing phase with superconductivity\textsuperscript{11,12,13}, or may be something different altogether\textsuperscript{14}. In other words, as simple as the Hubbard model seems, it exhibits strongly correlated quantum physics which cannot be completely described with current analytical or numerical techniques. And so our investigation of the Hubbard model with ultracold atoms is incredibly rich in that it has deep connections to condensed matter, quantum computation, and fundamental quantum physics.
In the group of Markus Greiner, we achieved high-fidelity single-site imaging of fermionic lithium in April 2015\textsuperscript{15-17}. Later that year, we optimized our experimental sequence and installed a gradient coil for efficient evaporation; with these improvements we were able to reduce our temperatures and realize a Mott insulator of fermions\textsuperscript{18,19}. After introducing spin-selective imaging and digital micromirror devices to reshape the potential, we were able to measure the spin correlation function\textsuperscript{20} and realize a cold-atom Hubbard antiferromagnet (AFM) under the microscope\textsuperscript{20,21}, respectively.

This brings us to the work presented in this thesis.

The thesis proceeds as follows:

- Chapter 2 reviews the atomic, lattice, and Hubbard model physics behind the material presented in Chapters 3 and 4.

- Chapter 3 presents our implementaton of a quantum state engineering protocol with the goal of reaching lower-entropy states. It includes the content of the publication:
  
  C.S. Chiu, \textit{et. al.} PRL 120, 243201 (2018)\textsuperscript{22}

  with contributions from co-authors Geoffrey Ji, Anton Mazurenko, Daniel Greif, and Markus Greiner.

- Chapter 4 details the saga of our explorations to find a new real-space observable which contains useful information beyond conventionally used observables, and to scrutinize microscopic theories of the doped Hubbard model in our currently accessible temperature range. It includes the content of the manuscript:

  C.S. Chiu, \textit{et. al.} arXiv:1812.03584 (2018)\textsuperscript{23}

  with contributions from co-authors Geoffrey Ji, Annabelle Bohrdt, Muqing Xu, Michael Knap, Eugene Demler, Fabian Grusdt, Markus Greiner, and Daniel Greif.

- Chapter 5 leaves the reader with an update on the current status of the experiment and outlook on the exciting future of Fermi gas microscopy.

Let’s begin!
Our experiments use an ultracold gas of fermionic lithium, Lithium-6, in a balanced spin mixture of the lowest two hyperfine states. We load this gas into the lowest band of a single two-dimensional (2D) plane of a 3D optical lattice formed by retroreflected laser beams. With the lattice optical power and a magnetic field bias, we can independently control how easily atoms tun-
nel to neighboring lattice sites and the on-site contact interaction for two atoms on one site. We can also reshape the overall shape of the lattice potential by projecting spatial patterns of light through the microscope objective. For readout we freeze the atom distribution by quickly ramping up the laser power, enabling measurements of both equilibrium and non-equilibrium physics. One spin species can be optionally removed prior to imaging, or the entire atom distribution can be imaged without spin information. The resulting measurements in the parity-projected Fock basis are used to calibrate the experiment and study the Hubbard model.

In this chapter I provide the necessary theory and background to understand and contextualize the work presented in the remaining chapters. I begin with a primer on the Hubbard model before moving on to how we implement the Hubbard model with ultracold atoms in optical lattices and reviewing previous relevant work. As the quantum science community has been using this experimental platform to study strongly correlated quantum systems for almost two decades now, much of the relevant theoretical background has been written up beautifully in review articles or doctoral theses. Because of this, where appropriate I refrain from including repeat derivations and reference particularly well-written works on the mathematical formalism.

2.1 The Hubbard model

The Hubbard model is defined by the following Hamiltonian:

\[
\hat{\mathcal{H}} = -t \sum_{\sigma=\uparrow,\downarrow} \sum_{\langle i,j \rangle} \left( \hat{c}_{i,\sigma}^\dagger \hat{c}_{j,\sigma} + \text{h.c.} \right) + U \sum_{j} \hat{c}_{j,\uparrow}^\dagger \hat{c}_{j,\uparrow} \hat{c}_{j,\downarrow}^\dagger \hat{c}_{j,\downarrow}
\] (2.1)
describing spin-$1/2$ fermions $\hat{c}_{j,\sigma}$ with spin $\sigma$ in the lowest band of a lattice; here we consider a 2D square lattice. The first term describes tunneling of amplitude $t$ between adjacent sites $i$ and $j$. The second term includes on-site interactions of strength $U$ between fermions of opposite spin. There is a mapping between the attractive and repulsive Hubbard models with $U < 0$ and $U > 0^{24}$; here we focus on repulsive interactions.

As depicted in figure 2.1, one can gain an intuition for the model by first considering the role of particle number, related to the chemical potential by the equation of state$^{18,25}$. First, for high particle number, we fill the lattice with two particles per site and the band is completely filled. This phase has no charge mobility and is the band insulator. Otherwise, the band is not filled and many states are available with a relatively high density of states. As a result, particles can delocalize across or tunnel between sites. This is the metallic phase, marked by high charge mobility and large charge fluctuations on every site.

When the band is half-filled with one particle per site, we additionally consider the three energy scales of the Hubbard parameters $t$ and $U$, as well as the temperature $T$. Here I will take units where
\( k_B = \hbar = 1 \) for ease of comparing temperatures and frequencies as energies. If the tunneling or temperature dominates, again we have a metal. By contrast, for large repulsive interactions the interaction energy cost for having two particles on one site becomes prohibitively high. In this situation particles will instead sit one to a site, with vanishing charge mobility and vanishing charge fluctuations. This is a Mott insulating state, whose insulating character is due to strong interactions between the particles.

The strongly correlated physics becomes evident once spin is considered. For example, in the Mott insulator the particles cannot tunnel to neighboring sites: at an average of one particle per site, this is either energetically unfavorable from the strong interaction energy (for two opposing spins) or forbidden by Pauli blocking (for two of the same spin). If the temperature is sufficiently low, then particles can satisfy their tendency to delocalize by sitting next to particles of opposite spin, and antiferromagnetic spin correlations emerge. The dominant process then becomes superexchange, a second-order process where two particles of opposing spin on neighboring sites switch positions. This has energy \( J = 4t^2/U \), termed the superexchange energy, and gives the characteristic energy scale for antiferromagnetic spin correlations: \( T < J \). I also note that in discussing the physics of the Hubbard model, we care about relative energy scales, rather than absolute ones, simply because all of the energies can be rescaled and yield the same physics. As such, we consider the interaction and superexchange energies in units of the tunneling, and the temperature either in units of the tunneling or in units of the superexchange energy.

Antiferromagnetic spin correlations can be characterized by the two-particle spin correlator
\( C_s(d) \), given by
\[
C_s(|d|) = \frac{\langle \hat{S}^z_i \hat{S}^z_{i+d} \rangle - \langle \hat{S}^z_i \rangle \langle \hat{S}^z_{i+d} \rangle}{S^2}
\] (2.2)

between two sites \( i \) and \( j \) separated by distance \( d \), where \( \hat{S}^z_i \) is the spin-\( S \) operator on site \( i \) and \( S = 1/2 \). This quantity tells us how frequently any two spins a distance \( d \) apart are aligned or antialigned with each other beyond uncorrelated coincidences. Because the square lattice is bipartite, we can split it into two sublattices \( A \) and \( B \) where no sites in \( A \) (\( B \)) are nearest neighbors with other sites in \( A \) (\( B \)). Antiferromagnetic spin correlations then correspond to negative values of \( C_s(d) \) if \( d \) is such that sites \( i \) and \( j \) are on different sublattices, and positive values if \( d \) is such that they are on the same sublattice. Often I will show the sign-corrected spin correlator \( \tilde{C}_s(d) \) which takes on positive values for antiferromagnetic correlations. A correlation length can be extracted from the decay of correlations with distance at large distances, where an antiferromagnet is realized if the correlation length is on the order of the system size.

One can also consider the staggered magnetization operator \( \hat{m}^z \), the order parameter for the antiferromagnet, for a system size of \( N \) sites:

\[
\hat{m}^z = \frac{1}{N} \sum_i (-1)^{|i|} \frac{\hat{S}^z_i}{S}
\] (2.3)

where \(|i|\) denotes the \( \ell_1 \) norm of \( i \), that is, the sum \(|x| + |y|\) for vector \( i = (x, y) \). This quantity describes the overlap of the spatial spin distribution with a checkerboard pattern. In other words, if one spin species sits on one sublattice, while the other spin species sits on the other sublattice, the
resulting staggered magnetization has a magnitude of 1. Any deviation from this pattern decreases the staggered magnetization.

2.1.1 The Hubbard antiferromagnet

For the 2D Hubbard model (as well as other models with continuous symmetries and sufficiently short-range interactions), the Mermin-Wagner-Hohenberg theorem states that in the thermodynamic limit there is no long-range spin order except at temperature $T = 0^{27,28}$. However, in our experiments the system size is always finite. Because of this, for sufficiently low temperature $T < J$ and at half-filling, antiferromagnetic spin correlations can still extend over the entire system, with nonzero spin correlations at distances equal to the system size. The accompanying correlation length becomes comparable to the system size, growing rapidly with decreasing temperature $^{20}$. Here, a Hubbard antiferromagnet is realized.

There are several additional characteristics of Hubbard antiferromagnets to note. First, we do not apply a symmetry breaking field to the SU(2)-symmetric Hubbard Hamiltonian. As a result, there is no preferred symmetry breaking direction in our snapshots of the antiferromagnet. This manifests in both the spin correlation function and the staggered magnetization. In the full counting statistics of the staggered magnetization, where it is measured for many experimental realizations, some outcomes yield values of the high staggered magnetization and checkerboard-like spin distributions. However, many more yield low values. Here one can think of the $SU(2)$ symmetry resulting in the random direction of a staggered spin ordering vector $\hat{m} = (\hat{m}^x, \hat{m}^y, \hat{m}^z)$ with measurements accessing only $\hat{m}^z$. As a result, the symmetry contributes to the spread of measured values. Similarly,
in the spin correlation function this symmetry results in a suppression of the correlation strength.

Second, the Hubbard antiferromagnet also exhibits singlet character. This can be understood through considering a double well with two particles, one of each spin. Here, the ground state is a spin singlet. As we move to a 1D chain, the second-order superexchange continues to favor singlets, but now each site has two neighbors instead of one. This additional degree of freedom results in a relative decrease in singlet character compared to the 0D (double-well) case. In 1D, some of the singlet character persists, but is again reduced from the increase of coordination number to four. This singlet character can be seen in the spin correlation function; while spin correlations exponentially decay with distance for large distances, the strength of the nearest-neighbor spin correlator is strongly enhanced relative to this exponential character. The enhancement can be understood by noting that regardless of the basis in which a singlet state is measured, it always exhibits an anticorrelated spin pair. By contrast, the spin correlations at longer distances do not exhibit this entanglement, and have the suppressed correlation strength from the projective measurement in the Fock basis. However, take note that this measurement alone is not sufficient to prove the existence of singlets.

Third, Hubbard antiferromagnets contain doublon-hole pairs if the interaction energy is not infinite. Two opposite spins on neighboring sites can undergo virtual tunneling processes where both particles sit on the same site next to an unoccupied site. The probability of imaging such doublon-hole configurations roughly scales as the superexchange energy and vanishes in the infinite-interaction limit. This can also be seen by considering a double-well picture. For $U \gg t$, the ground state is the singlet state. For more intermediate values of $U/t$, the ground state sees an ad-
mixture of the singlet state and the doublon-hole pair, with an amplitude of the latter of approximately $2t/U$ resulting in a detection probability given by the superexchange. Of course, in the extreme case of low $U/t$, charge fluctuations dominate and the Mott insulator no longer exists. We can image doublon-hole pairs in the antiferromagnet by “freezing” out the dynamics of the system sufficiently quickly such that no additional dynamics occur during this process. In other words, we quickly suppress tunneling between neighboring sites so that our image accurately reflects the state at our chosen Hubbard parameters.

2.1.2 Approximate spin models

In certain limits, the Hubbard model can be approximated by more easily computable spin models where the Hilbert space is significantly smaller or where there is no “negative sign problem”\textsuperscript{29}. Here I discuss two which pertain to the strong coupling limit $U/t \gg 1$. At half-filling, strong interactions fix exactly one atom to a site and only superexchange processes occur, which can be described by the Heisenberg model. Away from half-filling, particles can continue to tunnel and the $t - J$ Hamiltonian corresponds to this model. Both of these models are relevant to the discussions in Chapter 4.

Heisenberg model

The Heisenberg model is described by the Hamiltonian:

\[
\hat{H}_{\text{Heisenberg}} = J \sum_{\langle i,j \rangle} \hat{S}_i \cdot \hat{S}_j \tag{2.4}
\]
Here spins are fixed to exactly one per site, with the second-order superexchange now written as a nearest-neighbor spin interaction $J$ and $J > 0$. This corresponds to the Hubbard model in the limit of strong interactions $U/t >> 1$ and a density of one atom per site, $n = 1^{26,30,31}$. Notice that this Hamiltonian preserves the $SU(2)$ symmetry of the Hubbard model. At the same time, the Hilbert space grows approximately exponentially more slowly with system size compared to the Hubbard model. As a quick back-of-the-envelope calculation, if we take an average of one particle per site and a balanced spin population, for $N$ sites under the Hubbard model each spin state has $NC_{N/2} = N!(N/2)!^2$ configurations, for a total of $(N!/(N/2)!^2)^2$ states. By contrast, under the Heisenberg model we have exactly one particle per site. This is equivalent to considering the number of configurations for a single spin state and requiring that the remaining sites are occupied with the other spin, giving us a total of $N!(N/2)!^2$ states. Under Stirling’s approximation the Hilbert space size for the Hubbard model at half-filling grows $\sqrt{2/\pi N}2^N$ times more quickly than that for the Heisenberg model. This reduction in Hilbert space makes numerical treatments of the Heisenberg model significantly more straightforward, but is limited to states at half-filling.

$t$-$J$ Model

If we again consider the Hubbard model in the strongly interacting limit but allow particles to tunnel, we can instead obtain the $t$ − $J$ Hamiltonian $^{12,31}$:

$$\hat{\mathcal{H}}_{t,J} = -t \sum_{\sigma = \uparrow, \downarrow} \sum_{\langle i,j \rangle} \left( \hat{c}^{\dagger}_{i,\sigma} \hat{c}_{j,\sigma} + \text{h.c.} \right) + J \sum_{\langle i,j \rangle} \left( \hat{S}_i \cdot \hat{S}_j - \frac{1}{4} \hat{n}_i \hat{n}_j \right) \quad (2.5)$$
where the number operator $\hat{n}_i = \sum_\sigma \hat{c}_{i,\sigma}^\dagger \hat{c}_{i,\sigma}$ gives the particle number on site $i$. This Hamiltonian, too, preserves the $SU(2)$ symmetry of the Hubbard model. In addition, there are again no doubly occupied sites because we are in the strongly interacting limit. As a result, at half-filling the size of the Hilbert space is equivalent to that of the Heisenberg model. Away from an average of one particle per site, the $t$-$J$ model still sees a significant reduction in Hilbert space compared to the Hubbard model, but as soon as there is more than one dopant the negative sign problem comes into play, just as for the Hubbard model.

2.2 Lithium-6

Lithium-6 was chosen with both technical and scientific considerations in mind. Alkali atoms are in general good candidates for ultracold atom experiments because of their hydrogenic electronic structure with relatively few energy levels to consider. Of the alkali atoms, only lithium and potassium have stable fermionic isotopes. While both elements have by now been successfully imaged via fermi gas microscopy, a priori the almost 7-fold lighter mass of lithium appealed to us. The energy scale of particles in a lattice is given by the recoil energy $E_r = \hbar^2 k^2 / 2m$, where $\hbar k$ is the lattice photon momentum and $m$ is the particle mass. As a result, in absolute units both the tunneling $t$ and the superexchange $J = 4t^2 / U$ timescales for lithium are almost 7 times faster than that of potassium. This is advantageous because if the physics timescales are too long, experiments become limited by non-lattice-physics timescales, namely background gas collisions.

Atomic scattering properties are also significant, as they dictate thermalization dynamics in bulk
and determine on-site interaction energies in the lattice. In cold atom experiments the scattering length can be tuned by sitting close to a Feshbach resonance, a strong coupling between the open channel of two colliding atoms and a closed molecular channel\cite{16}. The Feshbach resonances in Lithium are well-suited for our experimental needs. For example, there is a Feshbach resonance for the lowest two hyperfine states at approximately 834 Gauss which is about 300 G wide. The scattering length sees a zero crossing at approximately 528 G and a local minimum of $-280 \, a_0$ at 336 G. Furthermore, these Feshbach resonances have been very carefully measured, to an accuracy better than $7 \times 10^{-4}$ of the width\cite{17}. This enables a high degree of control over the atomic scattering properties by tuning the magnetic field bias, enabling efficient evaporation and high tunability over the
Hubbard on-site interaction energy.

We implement the Hubbard Hamiltonian by loading lithium atoms into the lowest band of a 2D square optical lattice. The lattice light, being spatially varying and off-resonant, creates a spatially varying ac Stark shift and therefore an optical dipole force. At a laser wavelength of 1064 nm, our lattice is red-detuned and attracts atoms to the intensity maxima. For our two spin states we use the two lowest hyperfine states, $|1\rangle$ and $|2\rangle$, which interact via $s$-wave scattering from the broad Feshbach resonance. These two ingredients—the lattice and interaction—can be shown to map onto the Hubbard model in the orthonormal Wannier basis with two key approximations. First, we assume only the lowest band is occupied. Second, we make the tight-binding approximation, where tunneling only occurs between neighboring sites and particles are sufficiently localized such that there are only on-site interactions. In figure 2.2 I show several to-scale plots depicting the relative lattice energy scales for our typical experimental parameters.

### 2.3 Ultracold atom studies of the Hubbard model

Many groups have already done amazing work studying the Hubbard model with fermions in optical lattices and trap-averaged measurements. These studies as a whole were made possible with groundbreaking achievements in creating degenerate Fermi gases and implementing the Bose-Hubbard model with bosons in optical lattices. In 2008, two groups realized Mott insulators of fermions with potassium, as seen through a vanishing compressibility with atom number or trap confinement, reduction of doubly occupied sites, and emergence of a spectral gap.
Seven years later, Mott insulators with lithium-6 were realized with a push away from global observables towards local ones, as a local compressibility was measured by computing the change in density profile over the trap, given the trap shape. Short-range magnetic correlations have also been measured for fermions in optical lattices through detecting the imbalance between singlets and triplets in 2013 or through Bragg scattering of near-resonant light in 2015. There is also growing effort to studying extensions to the Hubbard model, for example with more than two spin states, varying geometries, or long-range interactions.

2.4 Quantum gas microscopy and condensed-matter tools

By now it seems that quantum gas microscopy is a familiar tool to the atomic physics community, which is remarkable given that it was first demonstrated only about a decade ago. Single atoms of rubidium-87, ytterbium-174, potassium-40, and lithium-6 have all been imaged, with about ten microscopes currently online and more on the way.

Indeed, quantum gas microscopy has proven to be a powerful tool for accessing strongly corre-
lated physics due to its high temporal and spatial resolution of approximately 0.05 times the tun-
neling time and site-resolved resolution. This offers a complement to existing methods for probing
real materials, which focus more on energy- and momentum-resolved measurements. Indeed, tech-
niques such as angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), resonant inelastic X-ray scatter-
ing (RIXS), and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) have been highly successful in revealing the
excitation spectra, band dispersion, and density of states of materials.

To begin, photons can be used to probe the band dispersion and Fermi surface of a solid. ARPES
uses photons to eject electrons from the material. The energy and momentum of the photoelec-
tron can be measured via its position on a detector after passing through an electrostatic lens. The
binding energy of the electron is then given by incoming photon energy, less the measured energy
and the electron work function. The electron crystal momentum corresponds directly to the mo-
mentum of the measured electron, but only for the component in the plane of the sample due to
additional processes (e.g. scattering) which may occur as the electron leaves the material. As a result,
ARPES is used to reveal the density of single-particle electronic excitations in momentum space. Ad-
ditionally, ARPES provides access to measuring the Fermi surface because it only ejects electrons
from already-filled states.

With ARPES, easily achievable resolutions are around 8 meV in energy (source-limited) and
0.01 Å⁻¹ in momentum (source- and detector-limited), compared to maximal superconducting
gap energies around 10s of meV and Brillouin zone widths of about 1.6 Å⁻¹. These resolutions
have improved greatly over the past few decades and can be pushed to around 3 meV and 0.003 Å⁻¹
by using, for example, ultraviolet laser light sources rather than X-rays from a synchrotron source. If
I convert these specifications to units of the lattice constant $a$ and electron tunneling integral $t$, they correspond to approximately $10^4 t$ and $5 \times 10^2 a$.

Time-resolved ARPES has also been developed where an ultrashort pump pulse manipulates the system prior to the probe pulse. The resulting single-particle excitation spectrum and its evolution in time can be analyzed to reveal information about the underlying dynamics after the pump pulse. This addition of femtosecond pump and probe pulses allows for time resolution on the scale of hundreds of femtoseconds, which can get down to several hundred times the tunnelling time as sketched in figure 2.3$^{66,67,68}$.

Photons can also be used to excite deeply bound electrons into the valence band, which creates an outgoing photon once the empty state becomes filled by a more loosely bound electron. By measuring the energy, momentum, and polarization of this photon, information about the excitation spectra of the solid can be extracted. This technique is known as RIXS. Because RIXS moves charge around a sample but does not add or remove charge, it accesses charge-neutral excitations including phonons and magnons. RIXS offers an energy resolution of about 30 meV $\approx 10^5 t$, made challenging by the requirement for a tunable X-ray source, and a momentum resolution of 0.005 times the Brillouin zone width corresponding to a spatial resolution of about $3 \times 10^2 a$.$^{69}$ However, they also require the high-brilliance radiation sources only offered at synchrotrons. Much in the same way as for ARPES, time-resolved RIXS has also been developed and can achieve temporal resolution of approximately 40 femtoseconds $\approx 20 t$.$^{70}$

Alternatively, STM can be used to gain real-space information and image surfaces at the atomic level, offering a resolution of 0.1 nm in the plane. A conducting tip is brought close to the surface
and a bias voltage is applied to allow electrons to tunnel between the surface and the tip. This tunnel current can be kept fixed to determine the surface topography. However, because the current also depends on the local density of states, alternatively the tip position can be kept fixed and the current can be used to extract the local density of states by measuring its response to an applied voltage.

Here energy resolutions of approximately $5 \text{ meV} \approx 1.6 \times 10^4 t$ can be achieved, limited by the minimal bias voltage change required to get an acceptable signal to noise. Additionally, not only can electrons tunnel from the surface to the tip, but also vice-versa, so the measurable range does not depend on the Fermi surface. If instead the local density of states is measured across the sample spatially for several bias voltages, a Fourier transform can be taken to extract the energy dispersion curve. Then the momentum resolution depends on the sample size, which can easily extend to 100 sites in each direction, for a resolution of 0.01 times the Brillouin zone. Standard STM techniques can achieve temporal resolution of 10 to 100 microseconds, which can be pushed down by a factor of one thousand by scanning over smaller sample sizes for a resolution of about $5 \times 10^6 t$. However, pump-probe STM can achieve time resolutions of down to 25 femtoseconds, a time scale just an order of magnitude larger than the tunneling as shown in figure 2.3.

Of course there are many more subtle points and features for each of these tools, but this brief summary provides a general context to our work. The most conventional tools were not designed for temporal resolution, and each individual apparatus contains tradeoffs between their momentum and energy resolution capabilities which of course also applies to the tools incorporating temporal resolution. Spin sensitivity has also been developed for each of these tools, but is convolved with both measurement and system parameters and continues to be an active area of research and devel-
opment.

The broader Fermi gas microscope community has performed a whole host of beautiful studies of the Hubbard model, covering a wide range of parameters. Antiferromagnetic chains have been realized in 1D \(^76\) and antiferromagnets in 2D of 80 sites have been realized with record-low temperatures of \(T/t = 0.25(2)\) \(^{20}\). The role of spin imbalance has also been studied in both dimensions, specifically incommensurate magnetism in 1D \(^77\) and canted antiferromagnetism in 2D \(^62\). Incommensurate magnetism was also found to result from doping antiferromagnetic chains \(^77\), related to the presence of hidden string order \(^78\). Although this hidden order is significantly more challenging to directly measure in larger dimensions, in Chapter 4 I discuss our work searching for signatures of hidden order in 2D.

Groups are also actively studying transport in the Hubbard model and exploring cold-atom analogs of well-established condensed matter methods. Spin diffusion in Mott insulators has been examined to show that it is driven by superexchange \(^79\), and the relationship between charge resistivity and temperature has been found to exhibit a linear dependence, characteristic of bad metals \(^80\).

The Bakr group has recently developed ARPES for cold atoms in the attractive Hubbard model and found evidence for a pseudogap at a temperature \(T/t \approx 0.5\), significantly higher than the critical temperature required for superconductivity, \(T_c/t < 0.15\) \(^81\). This is generally the current status of cold-atom studies of the Hubbard model (other studies exist which have not been mentioned), and the context within which this thesis was written.

Details on our Fermi gas microscope (the “machine”) can be found in the many diploma and doctorate theses from our group \(^82,83,84,15,17,21\). Our current experiment sequence up to lattice load-
Figure 2.4: Beam geometry of the Fermi gas microscope. a, Side view. Atoms are trapped in a 2D plane of the radial lattices, wavelength 1064 nm. They sit 10 microns from the first element of the high-resolution imaging system, a composite hemispheric lens formed by a superpolished substrate in the glass cell, the wall of the glass cell, and a lens outside of vacuum. Digital micromirror devices (DMDs) in the image plane project optical potentials (650 nm, temporally incoherent) with single-site resolution. During imaging, a vertical lattice (1064 nm) provides additional vertical confinement. A pair of Raman beams and a pump beam enter the glass cell at an angle chosen to couple to all three lattice directions. b, Bottom view. Radial lattices reflect off of the bottom superpolished and coated surface of the hemispheric lens before retroreflecting, giving rise to an additional factor of two in trap depth which is critical for our Raman sideband imaging.

...ing is described in detail in Maxwell Parson’s thesis. This part of the experimental sequence has remained mostly unchanged for the work presented here. Figure 2.4 depicts the lattice and high-resolution imaging beam geometry of our Fermi gas microscope.
Quantum state engineering

The biggest challenge, arguably, of quantum simulation with the Hubbard model is realizing the sufficiently low temperatures required. This challenge has motivated our previous work engineering low-noise lattices and developing entropy redistribution techniques, which (among other things) have enabled us to realize our cold-atom antiferromagnet and achieve the coldest tem-
Figure 3.1: Ultra-low-entropy cold-atom band insulator. a, Raw image of atom distribution with an entropy redistribution pattern designed to create a band insulator. The band insulator is in the center of the image, as doubly occupied sites are imaged as empty, with a dilute metal at the exterior. A Mott insulating ring can be seen as the chemical potential increases monotonically from the edge to the middle of the cloud. b, Average singles density in and around the band insulator over 50 images. An azimuthal average confirms that the density is radially uniform and an average over the entire band insulator (disk within dashed circle) yields an average entropy per particle of \( \bar{s} = 0.016(3) \ k_B \).

At the same time, with these existing techniques we seem to be limited to temperatures of one-quarter of the tunnelling. In this chapter, I discuss our team’s implementation of a quantum state engineering (QSE) scheme with the goal of reaching lower temperatures.

3.1 Entropy redistribution

The first indication that QSE was a technique worth pursuing was our realization of an ultra-low-entropy band insulator, which we show in figure 3.1. A band insulator, commonly referred to as an insulator, is a material where the lowest band is completely filled. In our case, because we have two spin species, this occurs when we have two particles per site. Upon imaging these doubly oc-
cupied sites, atoms undergo light-assisted collisions and the sites are imaged as empty; however, we know these sites are doubly occupied given the trap potential. In fact, with the potential energy shift between the center system and surrounding reservoir, the interaction energy, and an order-of-magnitude estimate of the temperature, one can use Boltzmann factors to see that for an imaged empty site, the probability of having zero atoms on the site (as opposed to two) is negligibly small.

While single images look quite nice, the band insulator is quite stable as well. By making approximately 100 realizations of the band insulator, we find the single atom distribution to be quite low across the entire system, with an average singles density of 0.004(1) within the encircled region. Here and throughout this chapter, all stated uncertainties and error bars denote the standard error of the mean unless otherwise noted. This corresponds to an average entropy per particle of \( \bar{s} = 0.016(3) \, k_B \), which we calculate as described in section 3.2.1 and estimate to be roughly a factor of 20 lower than that of our coldest cold-atom antiferromagnets. This entropy is also significantly lower than that of the lowest-entropy two-component band insulators realized in cold-atom systems thus far\(^\text{18,47}\).

The first question one might ask in response to these results may be: why is entropy used here, rather than temperature? Indeed, our discussion of Hubbard model physics in Chapter 2 never mentioned entropy, only temperature. Here we discuss the preparation of an cold-atom system, and in this situation, entropy is the natural quantity to use. When loading an atomic cloud from one trap into another, the energies of the quantum states may change and so the temperature may change, but the entropy will stay constant as long as the ramp is adiabatic. More specifically, in our discussion of entropy redistribution the global entropy is assumed to remain invariant while the local en-
entropy changes; thus a description of the system using entropy is more appropriate. Similarly, when discussing quantum state engineering, the final ramp must be adiabatic; naturally, entropy is more appropriate in assessing adiabaticity. By contrast, when discussing quantum states such as antiferromagnets, the temperature is useful quantity because it can be compared to other energy scales of the system (namely, the tunneling and the superexchange) to gain an intuition for the relevant physics.

Our success in creating the lowest-entropy cold-atom band insulators raises the question: why does entropy distribution work so well for band insulators? We answer this question by explaining how entropy redistribution works. Consider a system (S) and reservoir (R) in thermal equilibrium: S has very few states below the thermal energy, while R has comparatively many more. Then a greater number of states are populated within R relative to S, i.e. R will have a higher entropy per particle relative to S and acts as an entropy reservoir. If the global entropy per particle is constant, then the entropy per particle within S can be reduced through entropy redistribution and the global temperature can be lowered. Keep in mind that the temperature of the system and reservoir are the same—so in figure 3.1, the central band insulator is just as hot (or cold) as the surrounding metal!

The 2D Hubbard model contains several phases with different densities of states which can be used for system-reservoir pairs and entropy redistribution. In particular, a coexistence of phases can be realized through inhomogenous particle density in global thermal equilibrium. A metal exists at low particle density, characterized by a large density of states and high entropy per particle. At half-filling (one particle per site), an antiferromagnet emerges, where spins develop strong anticorrelations with spins on neighboring sites. This phase is gapped in the charge sector by $U$, but has nonzero density of states due to low-energy spin excitations. The band insulator appears when
the band is completely filled with two particles per site, and thus has a large energy gap equal to the bandgap, vanishing density of states, and vanishing entropy per particle. More specifically, figure 3.2a shows the dependence of entropy per particle on particle density as computed through the numerical linked cluster expansion (NLCE) algorithm$^{89}$, for a homogenous sample with $U/t = 8$ and temperature $T/t = 1.3$. While our temperatures are significantly lower and we have an inhomogenous sample, the monotonic decrease of entropy per particle with density should persist. Additionally, here there are no long-range correlations, so the local chemical potential changes very little over any correlation lengths in the system. Therefore, the local density approximation is valid$^{89}$ and the local entropy per particle should also be dictated by the local density. Because of the differing density of states, under fixed global atom number and global entropy the density inhomogeneity can be engineered to produce low-entropy states.

We realize the lowest-entropy states by pairing phases with the highest and lowest density of states, i.e. phases which are ungapped and fully gapped. In our case, this is the metal and the band insulator. We create the two subsystems by projecting a spatial pattern of light created with a digital micromirror device (DMDt) onto the atom plane. The pattern is chosen such that in the combined lattice and DMDt potential, there are two spatially homogenous regions with a potential offset of $\Delta \approx 2U$, thermally connected by a region of intermediate potential offset. When loading into this combined potential, we tune the global chemical potential (by evaporation prior to loading) such that the region of high optical potential supports a metallic state (the reservoir R) and the region of low optical potential supports a band insulating state (the system S). Note that the spatial layout of the two regions does not play a role, as long as they are in thermal equilibrium with one another.
Figure 3.2: Entropy redistribution. a, NLCE numerics for the entropy per particle $s$ in units of $k_B$ for a 2D system at $U/t = 8$ and $T/t = 1.3$ with homogenous density. The key feature here is the sharp contrast in entropy per particle for densities close to 0 and 2, which can be used to optimize entropy redistribution. b, Entropy per particle within a 133-site band insulator for patterns ranging between a harmonic trap and a pattern designed for entropy redistribution. While entropy redistribution already occurs in a harmonic trap as a result of density inhomogeneity, under fixed global particle number and global entropy it can be improved by reshaping the potential landscape. The final $f = 1$ pattern yields a slightly higher entropy per particle $\bar{s}$ than the optimum, possibly due to the loss of thermal contact between the system and reservoir. c, Sign-corrected nearest-neighbor correlator $\tilde{C}^s_1(1)$ for systems at half-filling as a function of estimated reservoir density. While fluctuations in the reservoir density are large and the size of the reservoir depends strongly on lattice alignment (here a size of 1055 sites is assumed and horizontal error bars denote the standard deviation), there is a clear relationship between lower reservoir densities and stronger nearest-neighbor correlations.

Because the local chemical potentials are tuned to create these phases, entropy redistribution for band insulator creation is robust to variations in the tunneling $t$ or on-site interaction $U$. The data presented in figure 3.1 has $t/h = 0.89(1)$ kHz in units of the Planck constant $h$ and $U/t = 7.7(3)$. However, as long as $S$ has a potential at least $2U$ deeper than $R$, the global chemical potential of $R$ is tuned to create a dilute metal, and the temperature $T$ is much less than $U$, $S$ will contain a band insulator. The limit to creating low-entropy band insulators is not fundamental, but experimental; the absolute laser power available to reshape the overall atom potential is limited. Therefore, some of the data presented in this chapter was taken at $U/t = 5.9(2)$, as we were investigating ways to optimize our QSE scheme. For completeness I will specify which parameters were used for each...
result, even though for this study we do not expect a significant change between the two values of $U$ considered.

We also note that by creating an antiferromagnet in $S^{20}$, entropy redistribution does allow us to reach lower temperatures than in a harmonic trap, however it is not as efficient at removing entropy from $S$ because the antiferromagnet can have low-energy spin excitations. Figure 3.2c shows a scatterplot of several datasets taken with the system at half-filling with varied particle number in the reservoir. We find a general trend between atom density in the reservoir and the strength of the sign-corrected nearest-neighbor spin correlator, which may reflect an increase in entropy redistribution efficiency with decreasing reservoir density.

In fact, we can quantify the expected entropy redistribution efficiency. For fixed global entropy $\bar{S}$ and global particle number $\bar{N}$, we can approximate the entropy redistribution efficiency based on the difference in entropy per particle of A and B by some factor $\alpha$:

$$
\left( \frac{\bar{S}}{\bar{N}} \right)_{\text{res}} \equiv \alpha \left( \frac{\bar{S}}{\bar{N}} \right)_{\text{center}}
$$

(3.1)

Then the total entropy per particle is given by the total entropy of the system, divided by the
total particle number:

\[
\left( \frac{S}{N} \right)_{\text{total}} = \frac{\bar{S}_{\text{res}} + \bar{S}_{\text{center}}}{\bar{N}_{\text{res}} + \bar{N}_{\text{center}}}
\]

\[
= \frac{\left( \frac{S}{N} \right)_{\text{res}} \bar{N}_{\text{res}} + \left( \frac{S}{N} \right)_{\text{center}} \bar{N}_{\text{center}}}{\bar{N}_{\text{res}} + \bar{N}_{\text{center}}}
\]

\[
= \alpha \left( \frac{S}{N} \right)_{\text{center}} \frac{\bar{N}_{\text{res}} + \left( \frac{S}{N} \right)_{\text{center}} \bar{N}_{\text{center}}}{\bar{N}_{\text{res}} + \bar{N}_{\text{center}}}
\]

\[
= \left( \frac{S}{N} \right)_{\text{center}} \frac{\alpha + \bar{N}_{\text{center}}/\bar{N}_{\text{res}}}{1 + \bar{N}_{\text{center}}/\bar{N}_{\text{res}}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

Notice that in the limit where the number of atoms in the reservoir is much larger than the number of atoms in the center system, the center entropy is suppressed from the total entropy by a factor of \( \alpha \). Given a global entropy per particle in the experiment of approximately \( 1.0 \) \( k_B \), we find a relative entropy reduction of \( \alpha \approx 50 \) for the entropy redistribution scheme with a band insulator.

Entropy redistribution is already present in most cold atom experiments because they take place in harmonic traps, which create a inhomogenous particle density. By changing the overall potential landscape, while keeping the total atom number, total entropy, and band insulator size constant, we examine how different patterns affect entropy redistribution efficiency. More specifically, we investigate two patterns: the first is a harmonic trap, and the second is the pattern used in figure 3.1 with an additional ring of zero particle density between the band insulator and the metal. By linearly interpolating between the amplitudes of the two patterns with parametrization \( f \), we see how the corresponding band insulator entropy depends on the potential landscape. The results are shown in figure 3.2b, with \( U/t = 5.9(2) \). Entropy redistribution reduces the band insulator
entropy per particle by more than a factor of 3 compared to the harmonic trap, even for a pattern which has not been optimized for redistribution efficiency as in figure 3.1. We find a slight increase in entropy moving to the final $f = 1$ pattern, which may result from a denser reservoir or from a loss of thermal contact between the system and reservoir due to the ring of zero density. This is the pattern which will be used as the initial step of our QSE scheme.

3.2 Calculations and calibrations

Before moving on to the details of QSE, here I briefly elaborate on two tools: calculating the entropy from the singles density and calibrating our DMD potentials.

3.2.1 Entropy calculation

In the limit of a perfect band insulator, the measured on-site singles density $n_s$ is small. We assume that there are no holes and that we have a spin balance. Then on any given site we have a spin up (down) particle with probability $n_s/2$ ($n_s/2$), and a doublon with probability $1 - n_s$. The entropy per particle on a given site $s$ is then given in units of the Boltzmann constant $k_B$ by dividing the total entropy $S$ by the total atom number $N_s$ of one site across many realizations, all based on the probability $p_i$ of having some outcome $i$ and number of particles $n_i$ of that outcome:

$$s \equiv S/N = -k_B \sum_i p_i \ln p_i \over \sum_i p_i n_i$$

$$= \frac{1}{2} \left[ -n_s \ln \left( \frac{n_s}{2} \right) - (1 - n_s) \ln \left( 1 - n_s \right) \right] k_B$$

(3.3)
This entropy is an upper bound because correlations between different sites lower the average entropy, but are not included in this estimate. We have also assumed the number of particles per site is exactly 2, which introduces a maximal error of 0.002 \( k_B \). This method of calculating the entropy upper bound is used for all entropy values calculated from the data shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2. Since the systems that are averaged over in these datasets are homogenous and close to the band-insulating phase, we can calculate \( \theta \), the average entropy per particle across the system, by using equation 3.3 but replacing \( n_s \) with the average singles density across the system \( \bar{n}_s \).

On the other hand, for the entropy values calculated from data in figures 3.7 through 3.11, the regions that are averaged over include sites that are expected to be empty. These sites have the same relationship between \( n_s \) and \( S \) as sites that are almost full, but the number of particles is now close to 0 rather than 2. The regions therefore have on average 1 particle per site since the enclosed regions have the same number of doublon sites as hole sites. We assume an average of exactly 1 particle per site, which from an inequality in number of doublon sites versus hole sites of up to 5 sites results in a maximal relative error of 2.5\%. We calculate the average entropy by measuring \( \bar{n}_s \) across the entire region, which results in an upper bound for the entropy since entropy is a concave function with respect to singles density. We perform the region averaging to decrease the effect of the bias of the entropy estimator, which decreases as the number of samples increases. For \( n \approx 100 \) as in the
presented data, this bias is maximally 0.006 $k_B$. The entropy per particle is therefore calculated as:

$$\pi \equiv \frac{S}{N}$$

$$= \left[ -\pi_s \ln\left(\frac{\pi_s}{2}\right) - (1 - \pi_s) \ln\left(1 - \pi_s\right) \right] k_B$$

(3.4)

Note that this result differs from equation 3.3 by a factor of two due to the difference in particle number.

Uncertainties on entropy per particle values are derived from standard error propagation of the standard deviation of the measured singles density.

3.2.2 Digital micromirror device potential calibration

To calibrate the potential created by DMDs, we apply a pattern consisting of two boxes separated by a narrow strip of the same width used in the single-site-wide regions in figure 3.8. The resulting density distribution for an intermediate optical power incident on the DMD (“DMD power”) is shown
in figure 3.3a, with the areas used for calibration indicated by the boxed regions. By changing the optical power incident on the DMD and determining the average density distribution, we determine the effect of the DMD on site occupation, as seen in the upper panel of figure 3.3b. We also fit the density distributions of the atoms outside of the area affected by the DMD to determine the global chemical potential and temperature.

We then use NLCE calculations to invert the site-dependent singles occupations and extract local chemical potentials.\(^{88}\) Values above the maximum theoretical singles occupation and within two standard errors of zero density are discarded to limit the domain such that the relationship is one-to-one. From the local chemical potentials, global chemical potentials are subtracted to determine the potential difference caused by the DMD. The differences are then fit to a line whose slope is the potential offset per milliwatt of DMD power, plotted in the lower panel of figure 3.3b. All data presented in this chapter were taken using the maximum DMD power of 50 mW, where the offset between adjacent sites within and outside the potential (i.e. between the inner and middle regions) is \(-2.0(2)U\), and the maximum offset is \(-6.0(2)U\), where here \(U = 5.9(2)t\).

3.3 Quantum state engineering

Traditionally, cold atom experiments in optical lattices realize quantum states by loading an evaporatively cooled quantum gas into the lattice potential.\(^{90}\) This approach has been very successful,\(^{90,43,45}\) but the minimum achievable temperatures (for fermionic systems in particular) are limited by reduced cooling efficiency at low temperatures. An alternative approach is QSE. Generally, this
method realizes an isolated pure quantum state by initializing one wavefunction under an initial Hamiltonian, then changing the Hamiltonian while preserving coherence during time evolution so that the accompanying wavefunction becomes the target state. Several platforms have used different versions of QSE to create desired quantum states, and schemes have been proposed for ultracold fermionic atoms. The site-resolved readout and control afforded by quantum gas microscope experiments are perfect tools to implement QSE of many-body states of ultracold fermionic atoms in optical lattices.

We design a protocol as outlined in figure 3.4 consisting of three steps. In step I, the ultra-low-entropy band insulator is initialized through entropy redistribution and is in thermal contact with a
metal. In step II, the band insulator is thermodynamically isolated from the metallic entropy reservoir. Both regions maintain the same entropy per particle as in the previous step. In step III, the Hamiltonian is adiabatically modified such that the band insulator becomes an antiferromagnet. Crucially, if the ramp is truly adiabatic, then the final state will exhibit the same ultra-low entropy per particle as in the band insulator.

The protocol is implemented by varying the laser power on two digital micromirror devices. Step I uses DMD₁ as described in the previous section. The entropy redistribution potential contains a ring of zero particle density between the band insulator and metal, equal to the $f = 1$ pattern of figure 3.2. For step II, a second digital micromirror device (DMD₂) is used to project a ring-shaped potential wall between the band insulator and metal. The wall is located within the ring of zero particle density to avoid disturbing the atom distribution and increasing the band insulator entropy. Some empty sites are included within the wall, as seen in the “top view” and “3D cutaway” of figure 3.4. Finally, for step III we keep the DMD₂ laser power constant, but ramp off the DMD₁ laser power. The resulting potential offset $\Delta$ almost vanishes, leaving a weak harmonic confinement within the central system from the lattice lasers.

Notice that in our depicted protocol, we have circular boundaries on our band-insulating and empty regions. This is robust to alignment because there are no straight edges to align with the rows and columns of the square lattice. At the same time, this necessarily results in some sites with intermediate particle numbers, simply because the circle pattern illuminates some sites on its edge with less light than is required to shift the potential by the full $2U$. This increases the entropy per particle of our system because here the system is defined not only as the band insulator, but as the entire
Figure 3.5: Geometries investigated for quantum state engineering. With entropy redistribution, we can create circular, rectangular, or striped band insulators. These geometries can be paired with a circular or rectangular wall to realize configurations of varying control and sensitivity to alignment. In particular, patterns with straight edges create well-defined boundaries and particle numbers, but must be well-aligned to the lattice sites. All of these patterns are used for at least one of the results presented in this chapter, except for the rectangular band insulator with the rectangular wall.

region inside of the insulating wall. This reflects the fundamental and ubiquitous tradeoff between our degree of control and sensitivity to alignment: by increasing our control over the number of atoms in the band insulating regime or over the number of empty sites, we can reduce our entropy per particle but also become more sensitive to alignment of the projected patterns. We study two other examples of such patterns on this spectrum, which are shown in figure 3.5.

A slightly more precise configuration is to control the number of atoms in the band insulator. By creating a rectangular band insulating region, we aim to directly surround the band insulator
with empty sites and create a system with a known fixed particle number. However, as can be seen in the map of average singles density, if the edges of the rectangle are not aligned perfectly to the square lattice, we create sites with intermediate density and increase the entropy of our system. One of the most stringent configurations requires control over both the number of atoms in the band insulator and the number of empty sites. For example, we can create a striped pattern of alternating columns of doublons and holes, such that the numbers of each are equal. In this case, the inner edge of the isolating wall must also take the shape of a rectangle and must directly border the striped pattern of DMD1. Here we require perfect alignment of both DMDs. We can slightly ease some of the alignment constraints for this pattern by creating stripes of width 2 sites rather than 1 site, while maintaining other attributes such as the minimum level of particle transport required to reach one particle per site. An additional increase of control would be to ensure that the final potential of the QSE protocol is homogenous across the system by flattering it with one of the DMDs; however, this requires full control of the particle number which we do not currently have given the associated sensitivity to alignment.

3.4 Experimental implementation

Our experimental sequence has remained largely unchanged since our realization of a fermionic Mott insulator\textsuperscript{18}. The exception is lattice loading, which we modify with the addition of DMD\textsubscript{1} for entropy redistribution\textsuperscript{20} as seen in figure 3.6a. In each sequence, the pattern displayed on DMD\textsubscript{1} remains fixed, while the laser power of the incident beam is ramped up to image the pattern onto the
Figure 3.6: Optical power ramp protocols. a, Ramp protocol for lattice loading with entropy redistribution, where atoms are handed off from a crossed dipole trap into the combined optical lattice and DMD1 potential. The lattice is then immediately and quickly ramped up to freeze out the tunneling in preparation for imaging. b, Ramp protocol for quantum state engineering. After loading into the lattice and DMD1 potential, the DMD2 optical power is ramped up to isolate the system and reservoir, after which the potential offset between doublons and holes introduced by DMD1 is ramped off. The lattice freeze follows. c, Ramp protocol for the round-trip measurement used to characterize the quantum state engineering scheme. All quantum state engineering ramps are reversed to recover the original isolated-system configuration. Furthermore, the extent and duration of the final ramp can be varied, as well as a hold time before ramp reversal, to characterize the ramp adiabaticity and heating.

atom cloud. We load into the combined lattice and DMD1 potential simultaneously.

The QSE scheme expands upon this sequence and is shown in figure 3.6b. During the entire sequence, the patterns on DMD1 and 2 are kept static, while the power of the respective incident beams are ramped up and down to implement each step of the protocol. The lattices are then ramped up quickly to ‘freeze’ out all physics for optional spin removal and imaging. We now characterize each step of the QSE protocol.

3.4.1 Initialization

Because imaging does not distinguish doublons from holes, we must explicitly check that doublons are loaded into the desired regions of our initial configuration. We determine the minimum re-
Figure 3.7: Characterization of isolation in QSE. a, Density distribution of singly occupied sites (40 realizations) and configuration of entropy redistribution at $U/t = 5.9(2)$ after isolation. The isolated system consists of an approximately equal number of doubly occupied and unoccupied sites, whose boundary is denoted by the dashed rectangle. Imperfections in the optical potential manifest as singly occupied sites, as seen at the upper edge of the box. Dashed circles denote the boundaries of the isolating wall, which do not significantly modify the atom distribution from entropy redistribution alone. b, Verifying wall insulation. After preparing a region containing fewer than 3 atoms, we raise up a circular wall as in the quantum state engineering protocol. The potential used to prepare the initial state is ramped off, leaving an atom distribution (upper left) and attractive harmonic well potential (lower left). The rate of particle transport into the central region is measured, for varying wall thicknesses in lattice sites (right). For our QSE protocol, we use a wall thickness of 3 lattice sites.

required potential offset by incrementally increasing the offset from zero and observing the associated atom density of the box. As this offset is increased, the density increases past half-filling and into the band-insulating regime. This indicates the minimum potential offset we must have to create sites with doublons neighbored by sites with holes.

For the results presented here, DMD patterns are aligned by hand by changing the patterns and measuring the resulting atom distribution; however, we now automatically track and compensate for sub-lattice-site drifts of the DMD with respect to the lattice phase.
3.4.2 Isolation

In figure 3.7a, I show the average singles density over 40 realizations of an 8-site by 12-site rectangular band insulator with a circular wall, at $U/t = 5.9(2)$. The wall has a thickness of approximately 3 sites, and the system is defined to be the region inside the wall, which contains both empty and doubly occupied sites. Here the system entropy per particle is $0.25(1) k_B$. This entropy is greater than that of the pure band insulator because it includes both doublon and hole regions; indeed, the pure band insulator entropy per particle away from the box edge is only $0.08(1) k_B$, so the greatest entropy contribution to the system is from the boundary between the regions. The ring-shaped wall has a negligible effect on initial entropy, confirmed through comparing the entropy with and without the wall.

We independently ensure that the wall isolates the central system from its reservoir. To do this, we study particle flow into a system designed to contain only empty sites. The entropy redistribution pattern is modified to be completely deconfining in the center, such that the wall encloses a system with fewer than 3 particles. The outer radius of the wall is kept constant at 12 sites. Upon removal of the deconfining potential, the center becomes an attractive harmonic well as depicted in figure 3.7b. If the wall is not insulating, particles can tunnel into the system. We plot the singles density over time, for various thicknesses of the confining wall.

As expected, the rate of inward particle flow decreases with wall thickness. As several virtual tunneling processes to high energy states are required for a particle to tunnel across the wall, we expect the effective wall tunneling time to grow exponentially with the wall thickness. Experimentally,
however, the wall cannot be made arbitrarily wide, because it must occupy a region containing no particles. Increasing the size of this region decreases the size of the usable system. We note instead that the wall need only be sufficiently insulating on the timescale of the adiabatic ramp into the final many-body state. Therefore, we find the minimum wall thickness for which on average the entropy increases by less than about 0.05 $k_B$, given a conservative ramp time of 40 ms. This corresponds to a wall 3 sites wide.

It is admittedly more challenging to calibrate the potential offset due to the optical potential from DMD$_2$ than it is for DMD$_1$. There are several reasons for this. First, the beam waist of the laser incident on DMD$_2$ is much smaller than that on DMD$_1$, which creates a strong variation in spatial intensity and therefore a locally changing offset independent of the DMD pattern. Second, when the wall pattern is set to a circular ring, it is not commensurate with the rectangular array of DMD pixels and creates a wall with smooth edges. Finally, we use spatially incoherent light for projecting the DMD pattern, so the actual light intensity seen by the atoms depends nonlinearly on the fraction of mirrors that are turned on in a given spatial region of the DMD. This necessitates a separate calibration for each DMD pattern. This was done for DMD$_1$ because the calibration is quantitatively important to our analysis; however this is not the case for DMD$_2$.

Nevertheless, we can create a simple model for the suppressed tunneling across the wall by considering a 1D lattice potential with $L$ sites offset by $\Delta$. The tunneling across this $L$-site wall is then suppressed from the bare tunneling $t$ by $(t/\Delta)^L$, as it requires $L$ virtual tunneling processes to sites which are detuned in energy by $\Delta$. From this model and using the short-time dynamics for the 1-site wall, we determine a wall height estimate of $\Delta = 80t$. This estimate is roughly consistent with
the observed timescales for thicker walls and the DMDt calibration adjusting for differences in the maximum optical power and beam waist.

3.4.3 Adiabaticity

The final step in our quantum state engineering scheme is to convert the initial state into the target many-body state. For this measurement we use the disk pattern for the band insulator to reduce alignment sensitivity. We also set \( U/t = 7.7(3) \) so that we can compare our correlation strength to previous measurements and fit to NLCE numerics. To ensure half filling in the final state, the wall diameter is set such that the numbers of holes and doublons within the system are approximately equal. After initialization and isolation, we slowly remove the potential offset between holes and doublons by reducing the DMDt laser power. In figure 3.8a, we show the measured singles density \( n_s \) after a 40 ms linear ramp of the potential offset. The atomic density extends over the entire system and sharply decreases at the inner edge of the wall, indicating particle transport has occurred from the doublon core to the surrounding empty sites. The inner and outer regions are separated by the insulating wall, marked by a ring of empty sites. In the final state, atoms in the system are expected to show antiferromagnetic correlations, whose strength reflect the adiabaticity of the ramp. The nearest-neighbor spin correlations are strongly antiferromagnetic with values up to \( C_s(d = 1) = -0.21(1) \). These observations demonstrate a successful implementation of quantum state engineering, where a strongly correlated many-body state is created from an initially uncorrelated band insulator of doublons.

Locally changing density and spin correlations within the system originate from the underlying
Figure 3.8: Characterization of final state from QSE. a, Average density map of 41 images after ramp with initialization via disk pattern (upper), along with corresponding density and nearest-neighbor spin correlator profiles versus radius after ramp (lower). The nearest-neighbor correlations are antiferromagnetic with a strength of up to $C_s(1) = -0.21(1)$. A simultaneous fit to both profiles (solid line) gives a temperature of $k_B T/t = 0.46(2)$. The fit is limited to radius 9, to avoid effects from the insulating wall. Error bars denote standard error of over 40 sets of correlation maps and azimuthal averaging. Here $U/t = 7.7(3)$. b, Examining final ramp adiabaticity at $U/t = 5.9(3)$. A round trip measurement beginning with an isolated box of doublons surrounded by holes demonstrates non-adiabaticity predominantly in the second half of the offset ramp-off (upper left). Adiabaticity is not significantly improved by initializing the holes and doublons in stripes. Horizontal lines with shading indicate reference measurements and uncertainty, taken with no ramp. Lower panels show schematic images for the particle density $n$ and measured average singles density maps for the box (left) and stripe (right) configurations at different times throughout the round-trip ramp. Dashed lines indicate the wall inner edge, while dotted lines enclose band insulating regions. Error bars are smaller than the markers, and denote standard error of 40 (187) measurements for the box (stripe) pattern.
harmonic confinement created by the lattice lasers. As seen in figure 3.8a, the maximum in the single density radial profile indicates the density is above half-filling in the center and continuously decreases for larger radii. We intentionally keep this confinement to study whether the system is in thermal equilibrium. When applying a simultaneous fit of exact theoretical predictions to both measured radial profiles with shared fit parameters, we find reasonable agreement\(^{88,99}\). This shows that the system is consistent with a state in thermal equilibrium. In order to determine whether deviations from thermal equilibrium or finite-size effects are present, more detailed knowledge of corrections to the exact confinement potential is required.

From the fit we obtain a temperature of \( k_B T / t = 0.46(2) \), which is comparable to the temperatures achieved so far in harmonic traps\(^6\), but still higher than the lowest value of \( k_B T / t = 0.25(2) \) achieved with entropy redistribution\(^30\). Although this temperature is surprisingly low given the simple ramp scheme used here, the system is still far from the ground state. Besides the nonzero entropy of the initial band insulator, this nonzero temperature may result from non-adiabaticity of the ramp or residual heating. We now explore both possibilities.

We first study non-adiabaticity by examining the entropy increase after completing and reversing the offset ramp as depicted in figures 3.6c and 3.8b. For this measurement we use the box pattern for the lowest initial system entropy. As heating effects are negligible in the initial state, a perfectly adiabatic process implies measuring the same entropy as this initial state. When varying the endpoint of the ramp \( \Delta_f \), we find that the entropy per particle increases steadily as the ramp endpoint decreases as shown in figure 3.8b. The qualitative shape of the curve suggests a lack of adiabaticity largely throughout the second half of the ramp. In this regime, \( \Delta \approx U \) and particles can freely tune-
nel out of the doublon core. For the full two-way ramp, we find an entropy increase of \(0.46(2) \ k_B\). Although this increase strongly indicates a non-adiabatic ramp, it may actually be caused by greater heating rates during the ramp, for example due to changes in the many-body energy spectrum.

We repeat the adiabaticity measurement for an initial system consisting of alternating stripes of holes and doublons surrounded by a box-shaped wall, which is depicted in the bottom right of figure 3.8b. While the initial entropy is worse than that of the box due to the more complex potential landscape, crucially this configuration yields no significant improvement in entropy increase. This suggests that the dominant reason for non-adiabaticity lies within the many-body physics occurring during the ramp, which strongly depends on how the ramp is implemented and what intermediate phases are crossed\(^{101,102,103}\). An improvement could be to avoid a closing charge gap in the many-body spectrum during the ramp, possibly by using a double-well superlattice. Such a configuration has been predicted to be very efficient in numerical simulations\(^{99,104}\).

### 3.4.4 Heating

To distinguish heating during the ramp from non-adiabaticity, we measure the heating rate for each ramp endpoint by holding for a variable time \(\tau_h\) before reversing the ramp and measuring the resulting entropy as depicted in figure 3.9a. As seen in b and c of the same figure, heating rates are generally greater than the initial heating rate, with values up to \(2.1(2) \ k_B / s\). The observed increase in heating rate at \(\Delta \approx U\) indicates a drastic change in the many-body energy spectrum, as already suggested by the non-adiabaticity measurement of figure 3.8b. From the measured rates, we estimate an entropy increase from heating of \(0.06 \ k_B\) for the full ramp. This indicates that the majority of
entropy increase does not originate from heating, but rather from non-adiabaticity. However, when decreasing the ramp rate for the full two-way ramp with zero hold time, as depicted in figure 3.8b, the final entropy increases. This indicates that any improvement in adiabaticity is insufficient to overcome heating during the additional ramp time.

3.5 **Future strategies**

While this QSE protocol worked surprisingly well given its simplicity, I cannot help but feel slight disappointment that we were not able to immediately improve it. With this protocol we can easily adjust the initial balance of doubly occupied and unoccupied sites to vary the doping of the sample on the single-atom level, although it is not clear how the adiabaticity requirements will vary with doping. If our final ramp were more adiabatic, then we would have a highly promising pathway
towards investigating low temperature doped states of the Hubbard model and searching for signatures of a $d$-wave superfluid state.\textsuperscript{105}

Along the way, we studied smaller system sizes as well as an isolated double well configuration with two adiabatic ramps designed to target the charge and spin sectors of the Hubbard model separately. I will discuss both studies as a segue to my outlook on QSE for reaching ultra-low entropy states of the Hubbard model.

### 3.5.1 Smaller system sizes

Our quantum state engineering protocol is limited by the non-adiabaticity of the ramp into the many-body state. Provided that the energy gap scales with the system size, we briefly investigate smaller system sizes with regards to successful adiabatic state preparation. For a double well, 4-site chain, 8-site chain, and 14-site ladder, after initializing with half of the sites empty and half doubly occupied, we isolate the system and completely ramp off the potential offset between the empty and
doubly occupied sites. We then reverse the ramp. The time to ramp off the potential offset and melt the system is set to be equal to the recapture time, and this total time is varied. While the ramp is not expected to be adiabatic at short times, if it is adiabatic at long times then the entropy per particle of the recaptured state should equal the entropy per particle prior to melting. The results of entropy per particle as a function of total ramp time are plotted in figure 3.10.

Notably, for both the double well and 4-site chain, there exist sufficiently long ramp times where the final entropy per particle approaches that after initial preparation. In the 8-site chain and 14-site ladder systems, there is a noticeable decrease in entropy per particle as the ramp time is increased. However, for ramp times longer than approximately 3 and 50 ms, respectively, the entropy per particle seems to remain constant at a level significantly above the preparation value. In particular, the entropy per particle in the 14-site ladder does not decrease beyond \( \ln(2) k_B \), however we have not investigated if this is physically insightful or simply a coincidence.

It is certainly surprising that we were not able to achieve full adiabaticity with the 8-site chain. Exact diagonalization of the 8-site chain indicates a gap of 0.2\( t \), compared to a 0.3\( t \) gap for the 4-site chain (recall, in our experiments \( t \approx 1 \) kHz). This suggests that technical factors may be responsible. For one thing, it is not clear what the effect is of having such steep changes in the potential. In particular, if the position of the DMD pattern fluctuates relative to the lattice, this shaking can cause heating which is dependent on the size of the boundary relative to the system size. One could test this by examining fixed system sizes of variable aspect ratio. Beyond the question of adiabaticity, our preparation fidelities can also be improved, and may also have been limited by our ability to align the DMD pattern to the lattice.
3.5.2 Isolated double wells

Intuitively, one might think to improve upon the quantum state engineering protocol by separately ramping in the charge and spin sectors in the Hubbard model. More specifically, all of the experiments mentioned thus far attempt to change the charge distribution and the spin distribution concurrently. Alternatively, it is possible to first change the charge distribution by turning each doublon on one site into a singlet on two sites, so that there is one particle per site. The spin distribution can then be changed by introducing tunnelling between singlets.

We perform a preliminary study of this more sophisticated scheme as depicted in figure 3.11. This begins with an isolated 6-site ladder with doublons along one leg of the ladder and empty sites along the other, much like the 14-site ladder system in figure 3.10. Our original QSE protocol would be to melt the system and remove the potential offset between the two legs, then restore the offset to examine the resulting round-trip entropy. By contrast, this scheme begins by isolating each rung of the ladder (i.e. double well) from its neighboring rungs through increasing the trap depth and consequently reducing the tunneling in that direction. Next, the potential offset between doublon
and hole is removed, allowing tunneling along each rung which is about an order of magnitude larger than that across rungs. In the adiabatic case this melts the doublon and hole into a singlet. 
The trap depth of the lattice along the ladder legs is then reduced to connect the double wells and allow isotropic tunneling. At this point if all steps are adiabatic we have an ultra-low entropy many-body state. We then reverse all ramps to recapture the initial configuration, and measure the particle distribution to calculate the entropy per particle.

With about a week’s worth of work, most of which went into alignment, we were able to see a slight indication that this more sophisticated scheme might be preferable. Figure 3.11 shows the entropy per particle of the initial isolated configuration, as well as that of the recaptured configuration for both the initial and more sophisticated protocols. While the entropy gain is still comparable for both techniques, there are known contributions to the entropy gain for the more sophisticated scheme which are purely technical and can be resolved. In particular, when the ladder rungs are isolated through increasing the trap depth, the overall harmonic confinement increases as well. The resulting increase in chemical potential may be contributing to some of the measured entropy increase. By compensating for this additional harmonic confinement or implementing a similar scheme without this effect, it may be possible to achieve lower entropies and perhaps even adiabaticity.

3.6 Outlook

Several improvements are underway on the experiment based on what we have learned in these studies. First, we have implemented a position calibration for both DMDs to adjust for slow drifts in
their alignment relative to the lattice sites. This has enabled us to initialize desired states much more easily. More importantly, it allows us to take large datasets without drifts in our initial preparation entropy caused by DMD misalignment.

Second, we are designing and testing a superlattice setup, versions of which have been implemented before with high success\textsuperscript{106}, to implement a quantum state engineering protocol where doubly-occupied sites are split into two sites. The idea is to add interfering lattices to the existing (non-interfering) lattice geometry. By doing so one can initialize in a larger-spacing square lattice with doublons on every site, continuously split each site into a double well while maintaining suppressed tunneling to the other double wells, and then continuously connect to a square lattice geometry with an average of one particle per site. Crucially, this scheme will not have the strong sensitivities to alignment or possible heating from our DMD. I very much look forward to the installation of this upgrade into our experiment and the studies to follow.
In our first study of magnetic correlations\textsuperscript{19}, we found something we did not fully understand: a sign change in the diagonal next-nearest-neighbor correlator at a doping of approximately 0.15. The Zwierlein group saw the same effect at a higher temperature of $T/t \approx 1.2$ and a doping of 0.21 (singles density of 0.62), accompanied by a sign change in the moment correlator,
and pointed out that it was similar to Pauli suppression as seen with non-interacting fermions\textsuperscript{107}. Although this may have been the case, given that our temperatures were on the order of the superexchange energy, $T/t = 0.54(7)$, it was possible that something else was going on that was intimately related to open questions of how holes behave in an antiferromagnet. As we reached even lower temperatures of $T/t = 0.25(2)$ and realized an full-fledged antiferromagnet, we found that this effect persisted\textsuperscript{10}. The introduction of holes into the antiferromagnet didn’t simply destroy antiferromagnetic order, as suggested by most spin observables which seemed to monotonically approach zero upon doping. Rather, the diagonal next-nearest-neighbor spin correlator \textit{crossed zero}. And this is how we, with the help of theory collaborators Fabian Grusdt, Annabelle Bohrdt, Michael Knap, and Eugene Demler, started thinking about microscopic models for the doped Hubbard model.

I see this chapter as posing and beginning to address two key questions. \textit{First}, how can we extract additional useful information in our site-resolved snapshots, beyond what is contained by a two- or multi-point correlation function? \textit{Second}, in our experimental parameter regime, can we already begin to make distinctions between candidate microscopic theories for the doped Hubbard model? In the spirit of these two questions, I will begin the chapter by providing a working understanding of the theories necessary to understand and contextualize the experimental work, followed by a description of the experimental dataset. Next I will spend the bulk of the chapter introducing the new observables we created to characterize doped antiferromagnets, and showing how we used them to evaluate candidates for microscopic theories of the doped Hubbard model. To assess the usefulness of our new observables, I will also show the conventional spin observables of two-point spin correlation functions and staggered magnetization for experiment and theory. The last measurement of
this chapter extends beyond our two key questions; we examine the charge correlations of the doped Hubbard model to serve as a benchmark for past, present, and future theoretical work. The chapter concludes with a brief presentation of ongoing and future research directions.

4.1 Theoretical background

A wide array of theoretical techniques have been applied to the doped Hubbard model, including phenomenology, numerics, mean-field theories, and microscopic theories. Phenomenological approaches tend to focus on specific observed effects and therefore individual phases of the phase diagram, such as stripe phases in the cuprates. Numerics have revealed key physical insights, but face challenges extending to large system sizes, very low temperatures, or beyond local observables. Mean-field approaches may be able to capture general qualitative features of the phase diagram, but are not designed to identify microscopic features of the wavefunction. While these three approaches have provided and continue to provide key insights, quantum gas microscopy is naturally suited to assess a fourth category of techniques: microscopic theoretical approaches. These theories take a “bottom-up” approach in that they target a treatment of the quantum mechanical wavefunction such that the resulting macroscopic physics is as expected.

For example, it is understood that in the doped Hubbard model, dopant delocalization for kinetic energy minimization competes with spin interactions in the background antiferromagnet. The result is a general loss of antiferromagnetic order, however the exact microscopic mechanism is still not agreed upon. We examine two microscopic theories which may describe the doped Hubbard
model in our experimental temperature regime of temperatures $T$ between 0.5$J$ and 0.7$J$: geometric strings and $\pi$-flux states.

### 4.1.1 $\pi$-FLUX THEORY

The $\pi$-flux theory stems from Anderson’s resonating valence bond (RVB) picture\textsuperscript{112}, which considers trial wavefunctions of free holes moving through a spin liquid comprised of singlet coverings. These trial wavefunctions are a good approach because it is known that any $SU(2)$ invariant state can be written as a superposition of singlet coverings\textsuperscript{8}. Here we consider one particular class of RVB wavefunctions which have been studied extensively for their low variational energy, called $\pi$-flux states\textsuperscript{110}. We obtain these wavefunctions by beginning with the ground state $|\Psi_{\text{MF}}(\pi)\rangle$ of the mean-field Hamiltonian:

$$
\hat{H}_{\text{MF}} = -\frac{1}{2} J^* \sum_{i \in A} \sum_{\sigma} \left( e^{i \Phi / 4} \hat{c}_{i,\sigma}^{\dagger} \hat{c}_{i+x,\sigma} + e^{-i \Phi / 4} \hat{c}_{i,\sigma}^{\dagger} \hat{c}_{i+y,\sigma} + \text{h.c.} \right) \\
-\frac{1}{2} J^* \sum_{i \in B} \sum_{\sigma} \left( e^{-i \Phi / 4} \hat{c}_{i,\sigma}^{\dagger} \hat{c}_{i+x,\sigma} + e^{i \Phi / 4} \hat{c}_{i,\sigma}^{\dagger} \hat{c}_{i+y,\sigma} + \text{h.c.} \right)
$$

Here, $i \in A(B)$ denotes lattice sites $i$ which are part of the $A(B)$ sublattice, $\hat{c}_{i,\sigma}^{(\dagger)}$ is the annihilation (creation) operator of a fermion with spin $\sigma$, and $x(y)$ is the lattice unit vector in the $x$ ($y$) direction. This Hamiltonian describes fermions with nearest neighbor tunneling amplitude $J^*/2$ and staggered flux $\pm \Phi$ per plaquette, as seen in figure 4.1a. We consider the case $\Phi = \pi$, from which the $\pi$-flux state gets its name\textsuperscript{113}. This case is special not only because it preserves the lattice translational symmetry, but also because its eigenvalues are identical to that of the $d$-wave superconductor\textsuperscript{114}.
Figure 4.1: Microscopic theories of the doped Hubbard model. a, Staggered flux lattice for $\pi$-flux states. The lattice with $\pm \pi$ flux per plaquette yields states with a low variational energy, making them of interest. b, Trugman loop example in the context of geometric string theory. Here a hole can restore the original Néel state by traversing a square one and a half times. Equivalently, two holes at differing starting positions and the same Néel state can create the same end configuration, yielding two indistinguishable string states. These Trugman loops are omitted to create an approximately orthonormal basis of string states. c, Mapping of string state from square to Bethe lattice. The multiplicity of states of length $\ell$ increases exponentially in $\ell$. d, Derivation of string potential. By propagating a chargon and considering its new and former nearest-neighbor interactions, its potential can be determined. e, Geometric string length histogram for several temperatures, derived from geometric string theory.

Fourier transforming leads to

$$\hat{\mathcal{H}}_{\text{MF}} = \sum_{\mathbf{k} \in \text{MRG}, \sigma} \left( \hat{c}^{\dagger}_{\mathbf{k}, \sigma} \hat{c}^{\dagger}_{\mathbf{k}+\mathbf{G}, \sigma} \right) \hat{h}_k \left( \begin{array}{c} \hat{c}_{\mathbf{k}, \sigma} \\ \hat{c}_{\mathbf{k}+\mathbf{G}, \sigma} \end{array} \right)$$ (4.2)
with

\[ \hat{h}_k = \text{Re} R(k) \hat{\tau}^z + \text{Im} R(k) \hat{\tau}^y \]  
\[ R(k) = -J^* \left( \cos k_x e^{i\theta_0} + \cos k_y e^{-i\theta_0} \right), \]  

and Pauli matrices \( \hat{\tau} = (\hat{\tau}^x, \hat{\tau}^y, \hat{\tau}^z) \). Here, \( k \in \text{MBZ} \) denotes momenta \( k = (k_x, k_y) \) in the magnetic Brillouin zone. Diagonalizing \( \hat{h}_k \) leads to two eigenstates \( |u_{k,\mu}\rangle = \left( u_{k,\mu}^0, u_{k,\mu}^1 \right)^T \) for every momentum \( k \) in the magnetic Brillouin zone. Bloch’s theorem yields the \( \pi \)-flux state wavefunction

\[ \psi_{k,\mu}(r) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L^2}} (u_{k,\mu}^0 + u_{k,\mu}^1 e^{i\theta_0}) e^{i\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{r}} \]  

with band index \( \mu = \pm \) and a system size of \( L \) by \( L \) sites.

Now we consider the Gutzwiller projected thermal density matrix \( \hat{\rho} = \mathcal{P}_{GW} e^{-\hat{H}_{\text{GW}}}/k_B T \mathcal{P}_{GW} \) for this Hamiltonian. From this density matrix, we use Metropolis Monte Carlo sampling to obtain Fock states of fermions. More specifically, we start from a random occupation of states in momentum space for both fermionic spin species as well as a random configuration without double occupancies in real space. Our system size is \( 16 \) by \( 16 \) sites and for a given doping value, we assume a spin balanced system. From any given state, updates in real space as well as updates in momentum space for up-spin and down-spin fermions are possible. In real space, two neighboring sites can exchange their occupation if they differ. In momentum space, a given fermion can change its momentum to any other unoccupied momentum. Note that in momentum space, we treat up and down fermions
separately from each other such that two fermions of opposite spin can have the same momentum. Updates to the snapshots are then accepted or rejected according to the probability distribution

\[
p_{\beta}(\alpha_r, \alpha_k) = e^{-\beta E(\alpha_k)} \langle \alpha_r | \alpha_k \rangle^2,
\]

(4.6)

where \( \beta = (k_B T)^{-1} \) is the inverse temperature and \( |\alpha_r(k)\rangle \) denote Fock states in configuration (momentum) space. Note that while equation (4.6) is not normalized, the normalization does not matter for the Metropolis sampling, since only ratios of probability distributions are required. The energy of the state \( |\alpha_k\rangle \) is given by

\[
E(\alpha_k) = \sum_{k \text{ occ. in } \alpha_k} \epsilon(k)
\]

(4.7)

with eigenenergies \( \epsilon(k) \) of \( \hat{h}_k \) and the sum is taken over momenta \( k \) which are occupied in the considered Fock state \( |\alpha_k\rangle \).

After generating a sample of several thousand Fock states \( \alpha_r \), doublon-hole pairs are artificially added with a probability given by \( 4t^2/U^2 \) on nearest-neighbor sites with opposite spins. Note that the probability can also be determined through determinantal quantum Monte Carlo (dQMC) simulation; for \( U/t = 8 \) this yields a slightly higher percentage of states occupied by doublon-hole pairs of about 8\%. After the snapshots have been simulated, we cut out a circular region of interest of the same size as in the experiment to obtain the same boundary effects in both cases. Furthermore, we simulate the experimental imaging procedure and keep the parity-projected density distribution.
of either both spins or with one spin state removed. The coupling $J^* = 3J$ in the mean-field Hamiltonian is chosen such that at half filling, the nearest- and diagonal next-nearest-neighbor spin correlators obtained from the simulation at the temperature $T = 0.6J$ fit our experimental data as closely as possible. Without any other fitting parameter, the doping dependence of the nearest neighbor spin correlator is described correctly. However, the temperature dependence of the spin correlators even at half filling is not captured correctly with these parameters.

4.1.2 Geometric string theory

Geometric string theory begins by considering the motion of a single hole in an antiferromagnetic background. However, the question of what happens to a hole placed into a quantum antiferromagnet is not a new one. In 1968, Bulaevskii, Nagaev, and Khomskii discussed the motion of an extra electron (equivalent to an extra hole, due to particle-hole symmetry in the Hubbard model) in an antiferromagnetic at half-filling. They noted how as the electron moves away from an initial position, flipped spins appear on its trajectory and the total exchange energy increases with the length of the trajectory. Because of this increasing energy, the electron is “auto-localized”, much like a harmonic oscillator. They also draw a clear distinction to the polaron in that the magnetic-polaron state exhibits a non-zero magnetic moment of the region where the electron is localized, regardless of where it is localized; by contrast, here there is no additional magnetic moment, and the magnetic ordering may or may not be disturbed depending on the electron position. Two years later, Brinkman and Rice extended these ideas by quantifying the effect of the possible particle trajectories and resulting spin configurations, calculating the density of states and an approximate single-particle Green’s
function. By 1996, the idea of a composite charge (holon) and spin (spinon) quasiparticle was introduced in the $t$-$J$ model. In particular, Beran, Poilblanc, and Laughlin performed exact calculations for small system sizes and found evidence for fractionalization of the injected hole into spinon and holon quasiparticles, with the two bound together by an attractive interaction which obeys a “string law”. They also noted the differences between 1D and 2D with respect to how these two elementary excitations may interact with one another.

The most recent work on the bound quasiparticles is by Grusdt, Bohrdt, and Demler, and uses geometric strings to describe magnetic polarons. Here the fast motion of the chargon (referred to as the “holon” in previous works) creates a fluctuating lattice geometry which can be detected in projective measurement by a local disturbance in the antiferromagnetic spin ordering. They begin with the 2D $t$-$J$ model:

$$\hat{\mathcal{H}}_{t-J} = -t \sum_{\sigma=\uparrow,\downarrow} \sum_{\langle i,j \rangle} \hat{P}_{\text{GW}} \left( \hat{c}_{i,\sigma}^\dagger \hat{c}_{j,\sigma} + \text{h.c.} \right) \hat{P}_{\text{GW}} + J \sum_{\langle i,j \rangle} \left( \hat{S}_i \cdot \hat{S}_j - \frac{1}{4} \hat{n}_i \hat{n}_j \right) \quad (4.8)$$

where the Gutzwiller projection is explicitly included to restrict the Hilbert space to no more than one particle per site. As a result, at half-filling there is exactly one particle per site, the tunneling term plays no role, and the ground state wavefunction is that of the interaction term of the Hamiltonian, $|\Psi_0\rangle$. We can then define the bosonic chargon and $S = 1/2$ fermionic spinon operators $\hat{h}_l$ and $\hat{f}_{l,\sigma}$, respectively, where $\hat{c}_{j,\sigma} = \hat{h}_j^\dagger \hat{f}_{j,\sigma}$. Then by introducing a hole into the half-filled ground state, we get:

$$\hat{h}_j^\dagger \hat{f}_{j,\sigma}^\dagger |\Psi_0\rangle =: |j^g, \sigma, 0\rangle \quad (4.9)$$
where \( \bar{\sigma} \) reverses the spin \( \sigma \). This is equivalent to removing a charge from site \( j^* \) and reversing its spin, creating a spinon and chargon on that lattice site.

Because chargon fluctuations occur on a much faster timescale than spinon fluctuations, we apply a Born-Oppenheimer approximation and first fix the spinon to examine the chargon physics. In the full treatment, the spinon fluctuations are eventually considered\(^{118} \); however, here we need only the distribution of geometric string lengths, so we will not need to consider spinon motion. We also make a frozen spin approximation, wherein the motion of the chargon displaces the spins along its path, but otherwise keeps their quantum state and entanglement with other spins unperturbed. In other words, one can label every spin in the quantum state; then, as the chargon moves, the labels of the spins change but the quantum state is otherwise unmodified.

Under these approximations, after the chargon moves along a string \( \Sigma \) we get the state

\[
|j^*, \sigma, \Sigma \rangle = \hat{G}_{\Sigma} \hat{h}_j^+ \hat{f}_{j^*, \sigma} |\Psi_0\rangle
\]

The string operator \( \hat{G}_{\Sigma} \) swaps the position of the chargon at \( j \) with a spin at \( i \) for every link \( \langle i, j \rangle \) in the string \( \Sigma \), starting with the chargon at the spinon position \( j^* \):

\[
\hat{G}_{\Sigma} = \prod_{\langle i,j \rangle \in \Sigma} \left( \hat{h}_j^+ \hat{h}_i \sum_{\tau=\uparrow, \downarrow} \hat{f}_{j^*, \tau}^\dagger \hat{f}_{i, \tau} \right)
\]

Now we make a third approximation, which is that these states \( |j^*, \sigma, \Sigma \rangle \) constitute an orthonormal basis. This requires disregarding so-called Trugman loops\(^{109} \), where a hole retraces its path in a cir-
cular fashion and in doing so restores the original spin background, for example as shown in 4.1b. However, the effect of these loops seems to be minor\textsuperscript{120}, and the overlap between differing string states seems limited to several percent\textsuperscript{18}.

The string state basis consists of strings where the chargon does not move backwards. Because of this, these strings can be better described using a Bethe lattice, or Cayley graph, rather than a square lattice, as shown in figure 4.1c. The effective Hamiltonian then consists of a tunneling term for chargon motion, as well as a potential energy term $\hat{H}_{J}^{\Sigma}$. This term captures the “auto-localizing” as introduced by Bulaevskii, Nagaev, and Khomskii; in other words, it captures the energy cost for distorting the spin configuration around the spinon site $j^*$:

$$\hat{H}_{J}^{\Sigma} = \sum_{j, \sigma, \Sigma} \langle j^*, \sigma, \Sigma | \hat{H}_{J} | j^*, \sigma, \Sigma \rangle \times | j^*, \sigma, \Sigma \rangle \langle j^*, \sigma, \Sigma |$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.12)

The next step, then, is to calculate the energy $\langle j^*, \sigma, \Sigma | \hat{H}_{J} | j^*, \sigma, \Sigma \rangle =: V(\Sigma)$.

We calculate this energy by considering the distortions caused by moving a chargon. First, the introduction of a hole already shifts the energy by $J(1 - 4C_s(1))$, where $C_s(d)$ is the spin correlator at distance $d$, as depicted in figure 4.1d. The first term comes from the density-density term of the Hamiltonian 4.8, and the second comes from the four nearest-neighbor bonds that have been removed. Note that we assume a lattice with isotropic tunneling and therefore isotropic correlation strengths. As the chargon moves away from its initial site $j^*$, it displaces a spin and breaks another three nearest-neighbor bonds of total energy $3J C_s(1)$. In addition, the displaced spin now sits next to two spins that were previously diagonal next-nearest neighbors and on spin that was previously a
straight next-nearest neighbor. This introduces an additional energy cost of \(2JC_s(\sqrt{2}) + JC_s(2)\), such that strings of length 1 have a total energy cost of \(J(1 - 7C_s(1) + 2C_s(\sqrt{2}) + C_s(2))\). As the chargon continues to move from one site to the next, it displaces spins and separates them from two nearest neighbors, placing them next to two diagonal next-nearest neighbors and yielding an additional energy \(dE/d\ell = 2J(C_s(\sqrt{2}) - C_s(1))\) per unit length of the string. Therefore, we make a fourth approximation in that the energy depends linearly on the length \(\ell_\Sigma\) of the string. The potential is then:

\[
V(\Sigma) \approx \frac{dE}{d\ell} \ell_\Sigma + g_0 \delta_{\ell_\Sigma,0} + \mu_h
\]

where

\[
\frac{dE}{d\ell} = 2J(C\sqrt{2} - C_1) \quad (4.14)
\]

\[
g_0 = -J(C_2 - C_1) \quad (4.15)
\]

\[
\mu_h = J(1 + C_2 - 5C_1) \quad (4.16)
\]

and we have abbreviated the spin correlator \(C_s(d)\) by \(C_d\), which will be done for the rest of this section. Note that if the string has a corner, then the energy cost for that corner becomes \(\frac{dE}{d\ell} = J(C\sqrt{2} + C_2 - 2C_1)\), where for our coldest temperatures \(C_2 \approx 0.8C\sqrt{2}\) and \(\frac{dE}{d\ell} \approx 0.97\frac{dE}{d\ell}\) which is a small effect. In addition to assuming a linear dependence of energy on string length, the turns of the string are neglected, i.e. we assume rotational symmetry on the Bethe lattice, equivalent to only considering the rotational ground state. Because of this, we can straightforwardly find an effective
1D model for the Hamiltonian.

To find the 1D Hamiltonian, we first compute the normalization between the string states $|j^s, \sigma, \Sigma\rangle$ of length $\ell_\Sigma$ and the 1D wavefunction $\phi_\ell$. In other words, while there can be many strings on the Bethe lattice of length $\ell_\Sigma$, for the corresponding 1D Hamiltonian there is only one, so it must be scaled accordingly. It is straightforward to see that for $\ell_\Sigma = 0$, there is one string on the Bethe lattice; for $\ell_\Sigma = 1$, there are four strings on the Bethe lattice; and for every $\ell_\Sigma > 1$, increasing the length by one increases the number of strings on the Bethe lattice by a factor of three. Noting that this comes from the coordination number $z = 4$ of the square lattice, we find:

$$
|j^s, \sigma, \Sigma\rangle = \sqrt{\frac{(z-1)(1-\ell_\Sigma)}{z}} \phi_\ell, \quad \ell_\Sigma \geq 1
$$

(4.17)

such that $\sum_\Sigma \langle j^s, \sigma, \Sigma | j^s, \sigma, \Sigma \rangle = \sum_{\ell=0}^{\infty} |\phi_\ell|^2$. The resulting Schrödinger equation becomes:

$$
E \phi_0 = -t^* \sqrt{\frac{z}{z-1}} \phi_1 + V_0 \phi_0
$$

(4.18)

$$
E \phi_1 = -t^* (\phi_2 + \sqrt{\frac{z}{z-1}} \phi_0) + V_1 \phi_1
$$

(4.19)

$$
E \phi_\ell = -t^* (\phi_{\ell+1} + \phi_{\ell-1}) + V_{\ell\Sigma} \phi_\ell, \quad \ell_\Sigma \geq 2
$$

(4.20)

where $t^* = t \sqrt{z-1}$ and $V_{\ell\Sigma} = V(\Sigma; |\Sigma| = \ell_\Sigma)$.

To obtain an analytic form for the string eigenfunctions and eigenenergies, we now consider the continuum limit where instead of discrete lengths $\ell_\Sigma \geq 0$ we use a continuous variable $x \geq 0$. We also omit the additional tunneling renormalizations required for short string lengths, seen in
equations 4.18 and 4.19. This gives us, starting from equation 4.20:

\[
E \phi_{\ell} = -t^* (\phi_{\ell+1} - 2\phi_{\ell} + \phi_{\ell-1}) + (V_{\ell + \phi} - 2t^*) \phi_{\ell}
\]

\[
E \phi(x) = -t^* \partial_x^2 \phi(x) + \left(2J(C_{\sqrt{2}} - C_1)x - J(C_2 - C_1)\delta_{x,0} + J(1 + C_2 - 5C_1) - 2t^* \right) \phi(x)
\]

\[
E \phi(x) = \left(-\frac{\partial_x^2}{2m^*} + V(x)\right) \phi(x)
\]

(4.21)

Here \( m^* = 1/2t^* \) and \( V(x) = \left(2J(C_{\sqrt{2}} - C_1)x + J(1 + C_2 - 5C_1) - 2t^* \right) \). Notice that we omit the delta function potential at \( x = 0 \) for simplicity. The result is a one-sided linear potential with a fixed energy offset of \(-2t^*\). This equation is an Airy equation, whose solutions are Airy functions and whose eigenvalues \( E_n \) are given by:

\[
E_n = a_n \left(\frac{(2J(C_{\sqrt{2}} - C_1))^2}{2m^*}\right)^{1/3} - 2t^*
\]

\[
= a_n \left(2(C_{\sqrt{2}} - C_1)^{2/3} (z - 1)^{1/6} J^{2/3} t^{1/3} - 2t \sqrt{z - 1}\right)
\]

(4.22)

for numerical coefficients \( a_n \).

Finally, we can use our lattice coordination number \( z = 4 \), experimental Hubbard parameter value of \( t = 2J \), and values of spin correlators \( C_{\sqrt{2}} \) and \( C_1 \) for a given temperature to determine the energy spectrum at that temperature. Each Airy function gives rise to a distribution of string length probability amplitudes, which can then be weighted by the Boltzmann factor. However, this derivation has assumed the rotational ground state, whereas rotational excitations must also be
included in the thermal distribution of states. This can be done numerically to obtain geometric-string length distributions at any temperature; I plot the distributions for several temperatures in figure 4.1e.

A few remarks are in order. First, the use of the \( t-J \) model is to focus on the regime where interactions are very large such that doublon-hole pairs can be neglected. Other than this effect, the remaining calculations do not specifically require the \( t-J \) model over the Hubbard model, and thus we use the derived string length distribution in our simulations for the geometric string theory in the Hubbard model. Second, while this treatment considers a single hole in an antiferromagnetic background, for sufficiently few holes there should not be interactions between the holes. However, this assumption will break down at large doping or at sufficiently low temperatures where correlations may arise. Third, while spinon dynamics are expected, albeit at a slower timescale relative to chargon motion, we do not need to consider these dynamics because they will result in the center-of-mass motion of the string, to which we are not sensitive. Fourth, to briefly contextualize this result, the \( J^{2/3} t^{1/3} \) scaling of the energy has also been seen in various numerical studies for a wide range of couplings\(^{121,122,123,124,125}\), and dQMC has also seen an asymptotic approach to energy \(-2\sqrt{3}t\) as \( J \to 0\). Beyond this, I defer to other work\(^{120,118}\) for a full treatment and contextualization of geometric strings and a microscopic spinon-chargon theory of magnetic polarons.

Finally, geometric strings are a way to introduce hidden order. Hidden order arises in many-body systems when individual configurations are each characterized by a particular pattern, but the average over these configurations leads to an apparent loss of order. In contrast, instantaneous projective measurements have the potential to reveal these underlying patterns. This can be better demon-
strated by considering the 1D Hubbard model at strong coupling\textsuperscript{126,127}. Here, individual configurations are characterized by dopants within magnetically ordered chains, but the average over these configurations show two-point spin correlations which decay more rapidly with distance. This apparent loss of magnetic order is in fact hidden order, hidden by the dopants and their varying positions\textsuperscript{128,129}. Although direct detection of this hidden string order remains inaccessible in solids, experiments with ultracold atoms enable projective measurements, or “snapshots”, and generally can provide access to such structures\textsuperscript{330}. While the hidden order in 1D is well understood, the physics of the 2D Hubbard model is fundamentally more complex due to an intricate interplay between spin and charge degrees of freedom; as a result, formulating an appropriate correlation function to search for hidden order becomes significantly more challenging. Quantum gas microscopy, however, provides a new perspective beyond the framework of two- or multi-point correlations. Hidden string order can be searched for directly within individual snapshots of the quantum mechanical wavefunction, where quantum fluctuations are resolved, and is the focus of the remainder of the chapter.

4.2 Experimental dataset

All experimental measurements were taken with $U/t = 8.1(2)$ and a system size of approximately 80 sites. We vary both the temperature and the doping across a wide parameter range. The temperature spans between 0.50(4)$T$ and 1.8(1)$T$ with hotter temperatures achieved by holding the sample in the combined lattice and DMD potential. The system is also hole-doped up to a doping $\delta$ of 0.32
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>doping [%]</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>26</th>
<th>28</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2224</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1072</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1122]</td>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>[264]</td>
<td>[57]</td>
<td>[550]</td>
<td>[255]</td>
<td>[140]</td>
<td>[131]</td>
<td>[253]</td>
<td>[103]</td>
<td>[74]</td>
<td>[104]</td>
<td>[179]</td>
<td>[74]</td>
<td>[104]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4571</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>1610</td>
<td>1918</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>1023</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>886</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>372</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[2380]</td>
<td>[256]</td>
<td>[357]</td>
<td>[858]</td>
<td>[1014]</td>
<td>[564]</td>
<td>[515]</td>
<td>[227]</td>
<td>[201]</td>
<td>[446]</td>
<td>[190]</td>
<td>[181]</td>
<td>[178]</td>
<td>[190]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>337</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[150]</td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>[238]</td>
<td>[169]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>854</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[174]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[96]</td>
<td>[425]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>244</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[160]</td>
<td>[123]</td>
<td>[137]</td>
<td>[94]</td>
<td>[122]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[178]</td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>[188]</td>
<td>[234]</td>
<td>[69]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>809</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[217]</td>
<td>[123]</td>
<td>[120]</td>
<td>[258]</td>
<td>[234]</td>
<td>[403]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>798</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[123]</td>
<td>[206]</td>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>[177]</td>
<td>[399]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[106]</td>
<td>[75]</td>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>[54]</td>
<td>[73]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>1276</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>235</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[453]</td>
<td>[704]</td>
<td>[466]</td>
<td>[231]</td>
<td>[469]</td>
<td>[131]</td>
<td>[116]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>1091</td>
<td></td>
<td>163</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>290</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[146]</td>
<td>[648]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[103]</td>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>[143]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[100]</td>
<td>[112]</td>
<td>[397]</td>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>[187]</td>
<td>[92]</td>
<td>[46]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Number of experimental realizations. For each doping value (columns) and temperature (rows, in units of $J$), this table lists the number of experimental realizations with spin removal and without (in brackets).

through varying the local chemical potential of the sample. We ensure that lattice loading timescales are set to those previously found to yield samples consistent with being in thermal equilibrium, and during imaging we selectively image one of the spin states or the total atom distribution\textsuperscript{19}. The number of experimental realizations for each doping and temperature value is listed in table 4.1, grouped in doping bins of width 0.02 and temperature bins of 0.1 $J$. Unless otherwise noted, all stated uncertainties and error bars denote the standard error of the mean.
4.2.1 Temperature determination

When taking data, we interleave experimental realizations at half-filling and non-zero doping for the same hold time in the lattice. The temperature of the half-filling dataset can be determined by comparing the strength of the nearest-neighbor spin correlator with dQMC\textsuperscript{138}. We then assume that changing the local chemical potential does not change the temperature significantly, which allows us to use the temperature of the half-filling sample for the doped datasets as well. This is a reasonable assumption, as seen in figure 4.2a through comparing the strength of the nearest-neighbor spin correlator for doped datasets with dQMC calculations. These calculations of the Hubbard model are on an $8 \times 8$ homogeneous square lattice using the Quantum Electron Simulation Toolbox\textsuperscript{135,80}. Indeed, agreement between the two indicate that our experimental approach to doping the system does not change the temperature of the sample beyond experimental uncertainty.

We combine all experimental realizations for temperatures between 0.50(4)$J$ and 0.70(3)$J$ for our “cold-temperature” dataset. The spread of temperatures is shown in the first three spin corre-
lators $\tilde{C}_s(d)$ at distances $d$ of 1, $\sqrt{2}$ and 2 in figure 4.2. The average temperature of these datasets, weighted by dataset size, is $T = 0.65(4)J$. Likewise, we combine all experimental realizations for temperatures between $1.3(1)J$ and $1.8(1)J$ for our “hot-temperature” dataset.

### 4.2.2 Doping determination

To determine the doping value from our measured singles density $n_s$, we use numerical simulations. For data between $T = 0.6J$ and $T = 0.8J$ we use data obtained from dQMC$^{32,30}$, and for all larger temperatures we use data obtained from NLCE$^{88}$. For $T < 0.6J$, the sign problem becomes significant. As a result, in this regime we use data at $T = 0.6J$, as the density sector of the equation of state is relatively insensitive to temperature here. We account for an imaging fidelity of 98.5%.

When statistical fluctuations cause the singles density to exceed the numerically-obtained singles density at half-filling, we treat those samples as at half-filling.

When determining the standard error of doping values for each experimental dataset, we assume that the particle density is linearly dependent on singles density. We apply a linear fit to doping versus singles density from the numerical simulation mentioned above, yielding approximately $\delta = 1.22 \times (0.905 - n_s)$, where $\delta$ is doping and $n_s$ is the singles density. We then calculate the standard error of the singles density and use the linear fit result to get the standard error of the mean doping value.

Since the actual doping value varies across datasets, we group datasets by their mean doping values within windows of width 2%. This yields a single mean doping value $\tilde{d}$ for the entire group. The associated uncertainty $\Delta$ is determined by assuming each dataset $k$ within the group was taken
at a different doping value $d_k$ with a corresponding uncertainty $\delta d_k$. Then $\Delta$ can be calculated as:

$$\Delta = \sqrt{\sum_k n_k \sum_k ((d_k - \bar{d})^2 + \delta d_k^2)n_k}$$  \hfill (4.23)

For datasets which are sufficiently close to half-filling, fluctuations of additional holes or particles will both result in a decrease of the singles density. This single-sided cut-off of statistical fluctuations will lead to a systematic offset in the mean. To estimate this offset, we assume that the statistical fluctuations in total density follow a normal distribution centered at half filling with standard deviation $\sigma$. Then the resulting distribution in the singles density follows a half-normal distribution, characterized by an offset in the mean of $\sigma \sqrt{2/\pi}$ and standard deviation of $\sigma \sqrt{1 - 2/\pi}$. Note that this provides an upper bound of the systematic offset, because in reality our datasets are not all centered exactly at half filling. If we consider all datasets which are within one standard deviation of half filling, this results in an estimated systematic offset in the mean doping of the grouped dataset of about 0.25%. This systematic uncertainty is included in the errorbar for half-filling doping values. We note that a higher-order correction to the dependence of the singles density on the total density makes the singles density less sensitive and therefore would only decrease the magnitude of this systematic error.
4.3 Analysis methodology

4.3.1 String-pattern detection

Every experimental snapshot is a projective measurement in the parity-projected Fock basis of the quantum mechanical many-body wavefunction. This measurement precludes a direct search of geometric strings, and it is not clear how one would be able to directly probe them. As a result, we put quite some effort into exploring indirect signatures of geometric strings which may be present in our data.

If we consider a classical picture, the antiferromagnet is a perfect checkerboard and as a hole moves around, it displaces each spin on its path onto the opposite-spin sublattice. Therefore, classical geometric strings can be found by searching for the sites which deviate from the background checkerboard. Quantum mechanically, the situation becomes much more complicated. First, the quantum antiferromagnetic exhibits several types of fluctuations which will cause deviations from a classical checkerboard. These include the underlying $SU(2)$ symmetry of the Hamiltonian, doublon-hole pairs which arise when the interaction energy is large but not infinite, and thermal fluctuations from non-zero temperature. The largest of these effects is the first, where the staggered magnetization after a projective measurement can fluctuate drastically. Second, the current experiment measures the charge parity on every site, rendering doubly occupied sites and unoccupied sites indistinguishable. For images where we remove one spin species prior to imaging, these sites also become indistinguishable from sites that were initially occupied with a removed spin. In short, our half-filling
background fluctuates and we cannot detect holes.

Acknowledging the additional physics introduced by having a quantum system, we developed a string-pattern detection algorithm motivated by the classical picture. It consists of three main steps: (i) postselection, to reduce the fluctuations associated with the $SU(2)$ symmetry of the system; (ii) determination of sites which deviate from a checkerboard pattern; and (iii) extraction of string patterns from those sites which deviate, according to the rules described in the main text. I now elaborate on the implementation of these steps.

In (i), we calculate the staggered magnetization of a circular region (“window”) of diameter 7 sites (as shown in figure 4.3) as the region is scanned over the entire 10-site-diameter sample. For each image, we use the 7-site-diameter window of highest staggered magnetization. If there are multiple such possible regions, we take the upper-left-most one, however this is an arbitrary choice given that the entire sample is homogenous. Once all images have been reduced in size, we postselect on all data for the top 60% of the staggered magnetization.

In (ii), of the two possible checkerboard patterns, we select the one closer in staggered magnetization as reference for each image separately.

In (iii), we first sort the sites which deviate into disjoint sets, each of which consists of sites which can be connected by nearest neighbors. For each set, we identify all empty sites, as these may be the end of a geometric string. For each of these empty sites, we trace out all possible strings (sites which are connected via nearest neighbors to at most two other sites) and select the longest one. If there are multiple longest strings, we select one with the upper-left-most starting site. Again this is an arbitrary choice given the homogeneity of the system; we find that modifying this bias does not affect
Figure 4.3: String detection algorithm. The string detection algorithm only uses images with one spin removed, but these images can come from experiment or one of the simulations. After postselection, the deviation from a reference checkerboard pattern is used to identify string patterns. String patterns consist only of sites which deviate from the reference checkerboard and must have an unoccupied site at one end, consistent with having a hole at that site. Therefore, after all possible string patterns have been counted and removed, there may be remaining sites which deviate from the reference checkerboard but do not contribute to the string pattern observables.
the resulting string-pattern length distribution. The sites which are part of the identified string pattern are then removed from the set and the process is repeated until no more patterns can be found, i.e. the set no longer contains empty sites. This process is then repeated for each of the disjoint sets.

In computing the lengths of these extracted string patterns, we use the number of sites in the pattern, which includes the site occupied by the hole, whereas in the geometric string formalism of section 4.1.2 the site occupied by the hole is not counted in the geometric string length.

We note that overlaps of strings or loops within strings are not treated correctly, because sites that do not deviate from the reference state are not taken into account. However, given the readout in the Fock basis, other algorithms will be similar in this regard. While these string patterns may be used to compare theories with experiment, we also carefully scrutinize the usefulness of the observables associated with these patterns as will be discussed throughout this chapter. In particular, the string patterns found through this algorithm do not necessarily directly correspond to geometric strings, as will be shown in section 4.4.

4.3.2 Simulation of microscopic theories

The pattern finding algorithm yields string patterns which are not identical to geometric strings due to our use of a reference checkerboard to approximate the quantum antiferromagnetic background, as well as due to the possibility of string overlaps and loops. As a result, we cannot directly compare the measured string length distribution to the predictions from geometric-string theory. We therefore instead use these predictions to simulate snapshots, which in turn are analyzed to obtain string length distributions which can be directly compared. Because this theory makes no statement about
the parent antiferromagnet, in this simulation the experimental images taken at half filling are used as the parent antiferromagnet. A number of holes corresponding to the desired doping value are then placed at random positions into these experimental images. For each hole, a length is sampled from the analytic string length distribution and the hole is propagated accordingly. The direction is chosen randomly at each step, but the hole cannot move backwards. This procedure produces a set of images which are then analyzed identically to the experimental dataset, such that the pattern detection scheme is common to both.

By introducing a snapshot-based simulation which can be analyzed in the same way as experimental data, we also enable comparisons to other theories that can produce snapshots. For example, we want to check that our string-pattern-based observables are sensitive to the effect of the motion of holes on an antiferromagnetic background, not just the addition of holes. Therefore, we create a set of snapshots with “sprinkled holes”, where a number of holes corresponding to a desired doping value is randomly placed into experimental half-filling images. Crucially, the holes are not propagated as they are in the geometric-string snapshots.

We also generate a set of snapshots for $\pi$-flux states. These snapshots do not rely on the experimental half-filling images, however the theory contains a free fit parameter which is determined through fitting the dependence of the experimental nearest-neighbor and diagonal next-nearest-neighbor spin correlators on doping. After generating a set of 16-site by 16-site snapshots via Metropolis Monte Carlo sampling, we simulate the presence of doublon-hole pairs by replacing opposite spins on nearest-neighbor sites with a probability given by $4t^2/U^2$. Numerics indicate that restricting doublon-hole pairs to nearest neighbors is a valid approximation in this regime. Finally, the
sample size is reduced to match the experimental sample size and the site occupations are converted
to the parity-projected density distribution of either both spins or with one spin state removed. This
mimics the boundary effects and imaging schemes of the experiment.

In figure 4.4 I show some randomly selected snapshots from the experiment, geometric strings,
sprinkled holes, and $\pi$-flux states at several doping values, all with doublons and one of the two spin
states removed, to provide an idea of what our datasets look like.
4.4 String-pattern observables

From the string patterns which have been extracted from each dataset, we examine three string-pattern-based observables: the string-pattern length distribution, the string-pattern count, and the average string-pattern length. In line with our two key questions, for each of these observables I will discuss how useful they are and how they may be able to distinguish between π-flux states and geometric-string theory.
4.4.1 String-pattern length distribution

The first quantity we can examine is the distribution of string-pattern lengths for the string patterns found in each image, as seen in figure 4.5. In subfigure a, I show the distribution for our “cold” dataset of average temperature $T = 0.65(4)\,J$. The first point to note about the experimental data is that there is indeed an appreciable distribution $p^0(\ell)$ of string-pattern lengths $\ell$ detected at half-filling. Because there are no holes at half-filling which are not part of doublon-hole pairs, geometric strings are not predicted to exist at half-filling and this distribution reflects the deviation of a quantum antiferromagnet from our checkerboard approximation. It should therefore be considered as a baseline level.

As the sample is doped from half-filling to a doping $\delta$ of $10.1(8)\%$, the number of string patterns detected increases across the entire range of lengths. Intermediate-length string patterns increase most in absolute numbers, as seen in the linear-linear plot, but long-length string patterns increase most in relative numbers as seen in the linear-log plot.

Given that the string-pattern detection algorithm is sensitive to doping, we now compare to the three microscopic models to see which ones, if any, can explain the experimental result. For each of these models, we make predictions by producing artificial images and evaluating them with our string pattern detection algorithm, such that the detection is common to experiment and theoretical simulation. The results are shown in figure 4.5a. We find that the string-pattern length distribution for a doping of $10.1(8)\%$ agrees quantitatively with the experimental data. The measured signal does not simply result from the introduction of holes, as the sprinkled-hole simulation yields
a string-pattern length distribution $p^0_s(\ell)$ which fails to explain the experimental results, revealing
the nontrivial interplay of spin and charge degrees of freedom in the 2D doped Hubbard model. As
for $\pi$-flux states at 10% doping, we find quantitative agreement with experiment at short pattern
lengths, but a deficit at long lengths.

We repeat the measurements for a sample heated prior to lattice loading to investigate temper-
ature effects. Figure 4.5b shows experimental data at half-filling as well as at 10.1(8)% doping,
along with the simulated prediction, averaged over samples at temperatures between 1.3(1)$J$ and
1.8(1)$J$. Notably, in contrast to colder temperatures there is no statistically significant deviation
between the experimental data with and without hole doping; $p^{0.1}(\ell) \approx p^0(\ell)$. For these tem-
peratures, thermal excitations may cause deviations from the reference checkerboard which are so large
that the string patterns they create mask additional effects from doping. These deviations appear to
set an upper bound on the density of detectable string patterns. As a result, I plot the pattern length
distribution for high-temperature and half-filling as a reference for the cold temperature datasets in
figure 4.5a.

Due to the baseline level $p^0(\ell)$, one ought to instead look at the absolute or relative difference
between the pattern length histogram for the doped and undoped cases to examine the effect of
doping. In addition, the sprinkled string-pattern length distribution $p^0_s(\ell)$ may be better to use for
the undoped case as it is the density-adjusted counterpart of the experimental undoped distribu-
tion. Therefore, in figure 4.5c I plot the absolute difference $p^{0.1}(\ell) - p^0_s(\ell)$ and relative difference
$p^{0.1}(\ell)/p^0_s(\ell) - 1$ for both the hot and cold datasets. While the absolute difference does not re-
cover the exact analytic string distribution, which can be attributed to the imperfect detection of the
pattern recognition algorithm, for cold temperatures it does find a qualitatively similar distribution. Remarkably, at 10.0(8)% doping we find over 3 times as many length-9 patterns as at half filling, reflecting the large impact of holes in an antiferromagnetic spin background.

While the string-pattern detection yields length distributions which seem reasonable and behave as one might expect with doping or an increase in temperature, we take a closer look at our results to scrutinize how meaningful they really are. First, we examine the shapes of the detected string patterns by considering their aspect ratios, that is, the \(x\)- and \(y\)-extents of the smallest rectangle that contains the string pattern. Plotted in figure 4.6 are these aspect ratios histogrammed in a 2D histogram, normalized by the number of snapshots used (a), as well as the histogram difference from the half-filling case as an absolute difference (b) and relative difference (c). In both b and c, some of
the bins are saturated so that the other bins are visible in the diverging colorbar.

From these plots it appears that the detected string patterns are consistent with being isotropically distributed. This is in agreement with our calibration which fixes the tunneling in the $x$- and $y$-directions to be isotropic, and further suggests that the string-pattern detection does not bias for strings aligned in one direction or the other. Interestingly, it seems that there may be more string patterns with aspect ratios closer to 1, as compared to very small or large aspect ratios. Additional investigations are necessary to quantify this asymmetry, but if it is statistically significant then string patterns with turns are more prevalent than straight string patterns and corrections to the linear string approximation in the geometric string theory would be necessary to account for this observation. An additional measurement to check how meaningful the string patterns are is to vary the tunnelling anisotropy and examine the subsequent anisotropy of string alignment, since a larger tunneling in one direction should lead to greater hole delocalization along that direction.

Second, we aim to understand the half-filling string-pattern length distribution more deeply. Apart from doublon-hole pairs, the Fermi-Hubbard model at half filling for $U \gg t$ can be ap-
proximated by the Heisenberg model. We therefore examine the detected string-pattern length distribution from Heisenberg quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulation to better understand our experimental signal at half filling. For consistency, after simulating a 40-site by 40-site system with periodic boundary conditions, we cut out the same sample size and use the same readout and post-selection schemes as in the experiment. We optionally add doublon-hole pairs into the simulated snapshots by converting neighboring sites with opposite spins into doublon-hole pairs with a probability given by $4t^2/U^2$. We can also set the temperature of the Heisenberg model simulation.

Figure 4.7a compares the string-pattern length distribution from the experiment at half filling with QMC simulations of the Heisenberg model. We first consider simulated snapshots at a temperature $T/J = 0.01$ and no additional doublon-hole pairs. This low-temperature case allows us to examine the role of an $SU(2)$-symmetric quantum system. The resulting string-pattern length distribution already seems quite similar to that of experiment at half-filling, with the largest deviation for string patterns with an odd number of sites. In fact, the number of odd-length string patterns is notably suppressed relative to even-length patterns. Because there are no doublon-hole pairs, these likely come from spin-exchange processes contributing to a relative excess of string patterns of even length. The overall exponential-like behavior of string-pattern frequency with length, then, seems to be related to the $SU(2)$ symmetry of the system and non-maximal correlation strengths at long distances even at low temperatures.

The role of temperature is, as expected, also significant in contributing to the half-filling baseline. If the Heisenberg QMC temperature is increased to 0.6$J$ but we continue to omit doublon-hole pairs, the resulting distribution matches experiment much more closely except for a continued
stark deficit of length-1 string patterns. The discrepancy is strongly reduced through the inclusion of
doublon-hole pairs, suggesting that they play a non-negligible role in the half-filling baseline signal.
At the same time, slightly more long string patterns are found in these higher-temperature Heisen-
berg QMC snapshots compared to experiment half-filling. Understanding this observation is likely
not critical towards understanding the experimental half-filling baseline, but it may be explained by
slight differences in the subtle relationship between staggered magnetization and correlation length.

For example, at the same temperature the full counting statistics of the staggered magnetization
shows a slightly broader distribution for the Heisenberg model relative to the Hubbard model$^{10}$.
The fixed postselection percentage would then yield images closer to the reference checkerboard for
the Heisenberg model, suggesting fewer strings. However, if the correlation length is also longer
for the Heisenberg model, then snapshots may contain larger areas that match or deviate from the
reference checkerboard, yielding longer strings.

Finally, we investigate the role of incomplete spin information on our string-pattern length his-
tograms. Indeed, in images taken in our experiment, we do not distinguish between holes, doublons,
and the removed spin species. In a system with full readout, this distinction is available. In this case,
the hole positions are known and the number of detected string patterns must correspond to the
number of holes which are not in doublon-hole pairs, i.e. dopants. However, the detected distri-
bution of string lengths can still be modified by overlaps between strings in the same way as in our
experiment. We simulate full spin readout in QMC simulations of the Heisenberg model with sim-
ulated strings. Here too, the simulation is performed on a 40-site by 40-site system with periodic
boundary conditions, from which a 10-site-diameter disk is cut out to match the experimental sys-
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Figure 4.8: String-pattern count versus doping. a, Total number of string patterns exceeding length 2, normalized by the system size, as a function of doping. While the string model and sprinkled hole simulation both agree with experiment at half filling by construction, already at low doping the string model performs significantly better than sprinkled holes. The string model is quantitatively accurate across a larger doping range than for $\pi$-flux states, but both are in greater agreement with experiment than the sprinkled hole simulation. b, Absolute difference between experiment and sprinkled-hole string-pattern length histograms for 6.0(5)% and 13.9(6)% doping. While the absolute difference between experiment and sprinkled-hole pattern-length histograms increases with doping, the shape remains roughly invariant.

Postselection is then done in the same way as in the experimental data analysis. In figure 4.7b a comparison of the detected string length distribution with and without full readout is shown, where the distribution obtained without full readout has the half-filling distribution subtracted. While the signal with full readout is a factor of about five higher, the relative distribution of the detected string-pattern lengths remains the same.

4.4.2 String-pattern count

Focusing on the cold dataset, in figure 4.8 we now examine the relationship between doping and the number of detected string patterns. In this string-pattern count we omit patterns of 1 or 2 sites to avoid contributions from quantum fluctuations such as doublon-hole pairs or spin-exchange
processes. The number of patterns increases with doping and saturates at about 16% doping. This saturation is consistent with a high density of strings where they begin to overlap or lie adjacent to one another, scrambling spin order such that pattern detection becomes insensitive to additional strings. The continued agreement between geometric strings and experiment in both the string-pattern count and the absolute difference $p^0(\ell) - p^\delta(\ell)$, shown for dopings 6.0(5)% and 13.9(6)%, suggests that the increase in number of geometric strings is sufficient to explain the experimental data.

The experimental string-pattern count is significantly larger than that of the sprinkled-hole simulation; nonetheless, there is an increase in detected string patterns simply due to the introduction of holes. Because of this effect, we use the sprinkled hole length distributions $p^\delta_s(\ell)$ rather than $p^0(\ell)$ for the absolute and relative differences in figures 4.5 and 4.8. The string-pattern count from $\pi$-flux states shows significantly better agreement with experimental data than sprinkled holes, exhibiting only a slight excess of string patterns at low doping and a deficit at high doping. The largest deviations occur at low doping, which may be related to the absence of long-range order at zero temperature in $\pi$-flux states at half-filling.

For low doping, we can also fit the data of figure 4.8a to a line and estimate a string detection efficiency for strings of lengths greater than two sites. We find a slope of $1.7(2) \times 10^{-3}$ string patterns per site per percent doping for doping up to 6%. The analytically calculated string length distribution for a temperature of $0.6J$ predicts that 65% of string states have length greater than two sites, giving an approximate detection efficiency of 25(2)%.

We use the string-pattern count to look more closely at our postselection and verify that we do
not unintentionally introduce biases through our postselection choices. Figure 4.9 depicts three types of postselection and possible variations on what we have chosen for each type. To begin, we choose an analysis region which is smaller than the entire 10-site-diameter system; our postselection region is chosen to be 7 sites in diameter according to the antiferromagnetic correlation length at half filling. We vary the window to a smaller circular region of 5 sites in diameter, or to a larger circular region of 8 sites in diameter, and find that the qualitative dependence of the string count on doping remains the same. The baseline string count at half filling increases for larger postselection regions as the region becomes larger than the correlation length and the deviation from the reference checkerboard increases.
We also consider the effect of moving the window to achieve the highest values of the staggered magnetization. We find that fixing the window to the center of the system while keeping a postselection threshold of 60% greatly increases the number of string patterns found at half filling relative to the additional number of patterns found upon doping the system. This is due to a greater average deviation from the reference checkerboard. In principle, we could achieve a better signal to noise by postselecting more strongly on which images we use, at the cost of increased statistical fluctuation. While the half-filling value changes, the estimated detection efficiency does not change statistically significantly, indicating robustness of the detection algorithm to this effect.

Finally, the fraction of images kept in the post-selection process can be varied. We choose to keep the top 60% of images in an effort to capture the tail of staggered magnetization histogram, while maintaining a reasonably high number of images. Upon changing the postselection to 40% or 80%, we find fewer or more string patterns at half-filling, respectively. However, the slope of the string-pattern count as a function of doping in the low-doping regime does not change statistically significantly.

In addition to examining postselection with the string-pattern count, we examine the analytic string length distribution as predicted by geometric-string theory. In figure 4.10 we vary the predicted distribution and examining how the resulting detected string-pattern length distribution changes. Changing the temperature for Boltzmann sampling of the string states yields a worse agreement with the experimental result, as does changing the participation ratio of holes in strings by only moving a fraction of the holes which have been randomly placed. We also alternatively select only strings of a given length and find the best agreement for strings of length 4; this is close to the
average string length at $T = 0.6J$ of $a$. From these results we conclude that perturbations to the analytic string length histogram are unlikely to improve agreement with the experimental measurement. We note that the decrease in string count at very high doping for infinite-length strings is likely an artifact from simulation, caused by difficulties in propagating holes large distances without overlapping with other holes or backtracking.

In figure 4.11 we include all string-pattern lengths in computing the string-pattern count, rather than omitting string patterns of length one or two sites. We find that all simulations show similar agreement with experimental data, and all string-pattern counts increase linearly with doping. This
linear behavior indicates that this quantity may simply reflect the doping level, and is not a useful observable. Interestingly, however, the slopes of all simulations differ slightly, and the experimental data seems to show a slight saturation effect after a doping of about 6%. At low to intermediate doping, where we are sensitive to the string-pattern count, the increase in the number of string patterns of all lengths grows at a rate almost identical to the geometric-string theory. However, in the overdoped regime the slope for the experimental data decreases slightly and the number of string patterns becomes closer to that of \( \pi \)-flux states or even the sprinkled holes. This effect is not completely understood and may warrant additional study.

Finally, we can better understand the role of temperature in string-pattern detection by observing how the string-pattern count varies with temperature at fixed doping. For 10% doping, we plot the difference between the experiment and sprinkled-hole string-pattern counts, see figure 4.12, with the individual values plotted in the inset. At our lowest temperatures, the difference is at its greatest. This high sensitivity is consistent with the greatest spin ordering for the parent antiferromagnet at low temperatures, accompanied by a relatively large string count from the experimental data. The difference decreases steadily with increasing temperature, predominantly due to the increase in the sprinkled-hole string count as a consequence of decreased spin ordering in the parent antiferromagnet, vanishing around \( T = J \). Therefore, we conclude that the string observables are only sensitive at low temperature and low to intermediate doping, much like the staggered magnetization order parameter or spin-spin correlations.
Figure 4.12: String pattern sensitivity to temperature. For a doping of 10%, the difference between the total string-pattern count and corresponding sprinkled-hole string-pattern count is plotted as a function of temperature. Sensitivity to strings decreases with temperature due to decreased order in the parent antiferromagnet as seen in the sprinkled-hole string-pattern count, inset.

4.4.3 Average string-pattern length

The average string-pattern length quantifies the size of the region around the hole where the spin pattern is distorted by the string, see figure 4.13. The observed values are comparatively small, influenced by the large contributions from quantum fluctuations at half-filling. The average string-pattern length does not change dramatically with doping, consistent with independent patterns; however at larger dopings we observe a slight decrease in average length that coincides with the observed saturation in the string count. This behavior is captured by the geometric-string model for low and intermediate doping. At high doping, the theory exhibits shorter average string lengths than the experiment, which may be due to high-string-density effects such as string-string interactions which are not included in the theory.

We compare these results to a dataset where geometric strings are not expected to occur. This dataset consists of experimental images taken at various temperatures at half filling (“temperature datasets”) with sprinkled holes to match each desired doping level. More specifically, for each desired
doping value we randomly place holes into all temperature datasets to artificially achieve the doping value for every temperature dataset. We then extract the staggered magnetization and average string length of each dataset, obtaining the relationship between these two quantities. We perform a linear fit to obtain $T^\delta \langle \hat{m}_z \rangle$, the average string length at a given doping as a function of average staggered magnetization, for the temperature datasets.

To determine which value of $\langle \hat{m}_z \rangle$ to use in this function, we use the low-temperature experimental datasets taken at low temperature and various dopings (“doping datasets”). As the dependence of the measured staggered magnetization on doping is non-linear for these datasets, we perform a linear fit of the closest five data points for each doping value to obtain a reliable estimate of $\langle \hat{m}_z \rangle$. This value is then used to determine the average string length for the temperature datasets.

The entire process is repeated for each doping value to obtain the data in figure 4.13 (dark teal circles).

This procedure allows us to directly compare the experimental data at finite doping to a scenario
where the staggered magnetizations are similar and the same number of doped holes are present -
but no geometric strings are included. The error bar for the predicted average string length is ob-
tained by combining the measurement error of $\langle \hat{m}^z \rangle$ with the error of the linear fits weighted by
the standard deviation of the measured quantities. As a cross-verification, we have applied the same
procedure except for choosing the “effective” temperature by matching the value of the nearest-
neighbor spin correlator. With this method we found the same qualitative behavior, see figure 4.13
(light teal circles).

To summarize, temperatures are chosen to match the measured staggered magnetization and
obtain a dataset that captures the observed loss of antiferromagnetic order. Notably, the average
string-pattern length reveals that this loss through heating occurs in a fundamentally different way
than through doping. For all nonzero doping, the temperature-based dataset exhibits shorter average string-pattern lengths than the experimentally measured doping dataset, across all doping values.
This does not seem to depend on how the dataset is parametrized.

At this point, we have introduced all of the string-pattern-based observables and seen that they
offer a new way to compare experimental results to microscopic theoretic predictions. We detect sig-
natures of string patterns that require sufficiently low temperatures and change significantly when
the system is doped. Further, these patterns are differentiated from those that appear when heat-
ing the system. At temperatures just below the super-exchange energy and across a wide range of
doping values, the presence and behavior of these patterns upon changing system parameters favors
the geometric-string and $\pi$-flux models over sprinkled holes, with slightly stronger agreement for
general strings.
Figure 4.14: Multi-parameter comparison of doped and heated antiferromagnets. We plot pairwise the average staggered magnetization, sign-corrected nearest-neighbor spin correlator, average string pattern length, and average string-pattern count for both doped and heated antiferromagnets, as well as density-adjusted heated antiferromagnets. By examining the values which can be obtained by each dataset, we identify regimes attainable by doping but not heating, or vice-versa.
We can take a even deeper look at how string-pattern based observables may be able to capture more information beyond what can be described with conventional spin observables. Indeed, in figure 4.13 we see that there are certain pairs of values for the average string length and average staggered magnetization (or nearest-neighbor spin correlator) which can be achieved through doping an antiferromagnet, but cannot be achieved by heating it. We extend this analysis by plotting the average staggered magnetization $\langle m^z \rangle$, sign-corrected nearest-neighbor spin correlator $\tilde{C}_s(1)$, average string-pattern length, and average string-pattern count pairwise for all possible combinations, as shown in figure 4.14. We begin by including two experimental datasets, one being our “cold” dataset where doping is varied from half-filling to approximately 32%, and the other being a half-filling dataset where the temperature is varied instead, from our coldest temperatures of 0.50(4) $J$ up to 1.8(1)$J$.

Beginning in the lower left corner of figure 4.14, we find that the set of $\langle m^z \rangle$, $\tilde{C}_s(1)$ values which can be obtained through doping almost exactly match those which can be obtained through heating. Given that the average staggered magnetization can be derived from the spin correlation function, this result is not entirely surprising; however it does show a very close relationship between the value of the nearest-neighbor correlator and spin correlations at longer distances.

Moving to the other observables, we see that the set of values covered by doping does not directly overlap with the set covered by varying the temperature. In other words, there appear to be values of the string-pattern-based observables which can differentiate between these two types of loss of antiferromagnetic order. For example, consider the average string-pattern count and the nearest-neighbor spin correlator (lower right corner of figure 4.14). Upon doping the antiferromagnet, val-
ues of the average string-pattern count of greater than 0.035 per site can be achieved. By contrast, this is not possible by heating the antiferromagnet. For temperatures outside the range of temperatures considered, the trend of points suggests a saturation or even a slight decrease in the average string-pattern count compared to the values shown. We additionally plot datasets where some fixed number of holes is sprinkled into the snapshots taken for the temperature dataset, to see if adjusting for the density may be sufficient to cover the same set of values. In the case of the average string-pattern count, it does increase slightly, but at the same time the value of the nearest-neighbor spin correlator decreases sharply. As a result, this artificial density correction is not sufficient to achieve the same high values as seen by doping the system.

We also find values of string-pattern-based observables which can be achieved by heating an antiferromagnet, which cannot be achieved by doping it. Take the upper left corner of figure 4.14, which plots the average string-pattern length versus the average staggered magnetization. Here the average string-pattern length reaches a maximum length of about 2.2 sites, as seen also in figure 4.13. Yet when the temperature is increased instead, higher values of the average string-pattern length can be achieved for the same average staggered magnetization. These results suggest different underlying microscopic mechanisms for the loss of antiferromagnetic order through doping or heating. Crucially, one cannot see this through considering only the spin-spin correlator or staggered magnetization, but can upon including spin-pattern-based observables. And that’s pretty cool.
4.5 Alternate detection schemes

There are several possible algorithms which can be used to detect patterns based on the geometric-string theory, and many more which can be used to detect any type of generic pattern. Here I discuss two alternate algorithms for string-like patterns. We find that these algorithms are comparable in performance to the preferred detection algorithm at the focus of this chapter, and determine our algorithm of choice based on a balance of simplicity and making use of all information available.

4.5.1 Simplified difference method

The most straightforward way to detect string patterns is to simply count the continuously connected sites that deviate from the classical checkerboard pattern. As opposed to the algorithm we have been using thus far, not every object identified as a string pattern in this way can actually be a geometric string. For example, it is possible that both endpoints as well as the sites surrounding
them are occupied such that there cannot be a hole at either end. Moreover, the shape of the object may not be consistent with a non-branching string pattern. However, one can argue that these inaccuracies mainly occur at high temperature or high doping values when perturbations and strings start to overlap.

In figure 4.15a, the string-pattern length distribution and string-pattern count are shown under the simplified string detection algorithm. At a doping of about 10%, both $\pi$-flux states and geometric strings seem to quantitatively match the experimentally measured string-pattern length distribution well. The total string count versus doping looks qualitatively similar compared to that of the preferred algorithm. The detection efficiency remains roughly the same as before, while the half-filling baseline is slightly larger.

4.5.2 Happiness method

In the dilute string regime, where string states do not overlap or lie adjacent to one another, one can search for string patterns by also requiring that sites immediately surrounding the string pattern maintain antiferromagnetic order. Note that this requirement also omits string states which have segments that lie adjacent to each other, for example string patterns containing a tight “U”-shape. This method is also susceptible to identifying string patterns caused by doublon-hole pairs, spin-exchange processes, and projective measurement. However, as these effects will introduce deviations from antiferromagnetic order, this is perhaps the most conservative approach to finding string patterns.

This algorithm characterizes nearby order by labeling each site with the number of anti-aligned
bonds it has with its nearest neighbors, termed the "happiness" of that site, for images with one spin species removed. For example, sites in a classical antiferromagnet would all be labelled with happiness 4, while a ferromagnet would have sites with happiness 0. As a hole moves through an antiferromagnet, sites which previously had happiness 4 will exhibit reduced happiness. Depending on the length of the string, sites within a string will have specific happiness values. Based on this, the algorithm takes images with one spin state removed and for each image, begins by storing all sites which could be the beginning of a string. For each candidate string beginning, it sees if there is a neighboring site that could be the next site in the string, given the happiness and spin occupation of that site. This process continues until the string cannot be propagated any further, at which point the algorithm searches for a neighboring site which could be the end of the string.

Figure 4.15b shows the string-pattern length distribution and string-pattern count under the happiness string detection algorithm instead. Note that the signal to noise ratio is significantly lower and the absolute signal itself is lower by almost an order of magnitude. This is not surprising, especially given that quantum fluctuations and projection noise do contribute considerably to measurement and reduce the sensitivity of string patterns to string states. Here the experimental result seems to best match the sprinkled holes simulations, however uncertainties are large and this is highly inconsistent with all other results, requiring further investigation.
Figure 4.16: Spin correlations and staggered magnetization. a, Decay of nearest-neighbor (left), diagonal next-nearest-neighbor (center), and straight nearest-neighbor (right) spin-spin correlation functions upon doping. While the \( \pi \)-flux theory most quantitatively explains \( \tilde{C}_s(1) \), only the string model captures the sign change of \( \tilde{C}_s(\sqrt{2}) \). In all three cases, sprinkled holes overestimate the spin correlations. b, Full counting statistics of the staggered magnetization for doping values of 1.3(5)% (left), 6.0(5)% (center), and 13.9(6)% (right). Here both \( \pi \)-flux states and geometric strings show reasonable agreement, while sprinkled holes do not.

4.6 CONVENTIONAL SPIN OBSERVABLES

An accurate microscopic framework for the Hubbard model should also be able to predict more conventional observables such as two-point correlation functions, which have been used with quantum gas microscopes to quantify spin and charge order\textsuperscript{10,16,37,62}. To that end, we measure the sign-corrected spin-spin correlation function \( \tilde{C}_s(d) \) for displacements \( |d| = d \), averaged over all sites in the system and all experimental realizations, by measuring charge correlations in experimental realizations with and without spin removal\textsuperscript{19}. We include a sign correction such that positive correlator values indicate antiferromagnetic ordering. Figure 4.16a shows the change in the nearest
neighbor, diagonal next-nearest neighbor, and straight next-nearest neighbor sign-corrected spin
correlators \( \tilde{C}_s(1) \), \( \tilde{C}_s(\sqrt{2}) \), and \( \tilde{C}_s(2) \), respectively) as a function of doping at \( T = 0.65(4) J \). At
half-filling, \( \tilde{C}_s(1) \) is substantially larger than both \( \tilde{C}_s(\sqrt{2}) \) and \( \tilde{C}_s(2) \) due to a strong admixture of
spin singlets on adjacent sites\(^{134} \). As the system is doped, all correlators exhibit a reduction in magni-
tude. While \( \tilde{C}_s(1) \) remains positive for all experimentally-realized doping values, \( \tilde{C}_s(\sqrt{2}) \) exhibits
a statistically significant sign change around 20% doping. These features have been observed in
experiment\(^{19,87} \) and numerics\(^{87} \), and are good benchmarks for the evaluation of theoretical models.

We make predictions for spin correlations from ensembles of non-post-selected images with sprin-
kled holes, geometric strings, or \( \pi \)-flux states. At half filling, sprinkled holes and the string model
make the same predictions as the experimental half-filling data by construction. Away from half
filling, sprinkled holes underestimate the decrease of the correlators since it fails to account for the
disruption of antiferromagnetic order as the system is doped. In contrast, beginning at interme-
diate doping values the string model overestimates the decrease of \( \tilde{C}_s(1) \), which could stem from
backaction of the background state after string state formation. However, it explains the decrease of
\( \tilde{C}_s(\sqrt{2}) \) and \( \tilde{C}_s(2) \) on a quantitative level. The \( \pi \)-flux model performs well and accurately predicts
\( \tilde{C}_s(1) \) and \( \tilde{C}_s(2) \) far from half-filling, but fails to predict the sign change of \( \tilde{C}_s(\sqrt{2}) \) at intermedi-
ate doping, even when the fitted temperature is varied. The sign change of \( \tilde{C}_s(\sqrt{2}) \) is an interesting
qualitative feature that is predicted and can be explained by the string model. As a direct result of
spins being displaced by one site when a string passes through, \( \tilde{C}_s(1) \) is mixed into \( \tilde{C}_s(\sqrt{2}) \). Be-
cause \( \tilde{C}_s(1) \) reflects opposite spin alignment from \( \tilde{C}_s(\sqrt{2}) \), this mixing results in a sign change once
the contribution of \( \tilde{C}_s(1) \) exceeds that of the original correlation strength at some critical doping.
Cold atom experiments also provide access to full-counting statistics (FCS) due to their ability to project and measure an entire quantum system at once. We measure the FCS of the staggered magnetization operator \( \hat{m}^2 \) across all experimental realizations as we dope the system, see figure 4.16b. As expected, the staggered magnetization distribution narrows, reflecting the finite-size crossover from the antiferromagnetically ordered phase. The sprinkled-hole simulation does not exhibit a major change in the distribution as the system is doped, as it fails to account for the disruptive effect of holes on the antiferromagnetic order. By contrast, both \( \pi \)-flux states and geometric strings demonstrate reasonable agreement with the experimentally measured distribution function across all dopings. Across all observables considered, both of these theories perform quite well, especially in comparison to the sprinkled holes simulation. However, we find the sign change of \( \tilde{C}_a(\sqrt{2}) \) to be a key qualitative feature which is only captured by geometric strings.

### 4.7 Hole-hole correlations

All observables studied in this chapter thus far have focused on the spin sector of the Hubbard model. Now I examine correlations in the charge sector. At sufficiently low temperatures, one may expect signatures of pairing\(^8\)\(^9\) or stripe phases\(^106\)\(^108\), which lead to hole bunching. On the other hand, anti-correlations of the holes, as observed previously at elevated temperatures\(^5\)\(^7\), are expected in the strongly correlated metallic regime of the Hubbard model. The transition between these two regimes in the Hubbard model phase diagram is not yet fully understood, however the currently accessible experimental regime allows us to place new bounds on where this transition can occur.
We continue to compare to predictions of \( \pi \)-flux states, but do not compare to predictions of the geometric string theory because it approximates that charges are uncorrelated. Rather, because each string is associated with a single hole, correlation functions of holes can reveal possible interactions and correlations between geometric strings, should they exist.

In our experiment, doubly-occupied sites appear as empty when imaged and the exact hole correlation is not directly accessible; rather, we measure “anti-moment” correlations \( C_h(|d|) \) at a distance \(|d|\) which include contributions from doublon-doublon and doublon-hole correlations:

\[
C_h(|d|) \equiv \langle (1 - \hat{n}_{s,i}) (1 - \hat{n}_{s,i+d}) \rangle - \langle (1 - \hat{n}_{s,i}) \rangle \langle (1 - \hat{n}_{s,i+d}) \rangle
\]  

(4.24)

where \( \hat{n}_{s,i} \) is the single particle occupation on site \( i \). Note that this correlator is identical to the moment correlator. At half-filling, numerics indicate positive anti-moment correlations at the percent level for nearest neighbors, dominated by positive doublon-hole correlations\(^57\). Doublon-hole pairs beyond nearest-neighbors become increasingly unlikely; therefore, to avoid the effects of doublon-hole pairs we focus on correlations at distances greater than one site. We find the nearest-neighbor anti-moment correlator at half-filling to be weaker than predicted according to numerics, which may result from imperfect imaging fidelity. However, this effect only weakens the magnitude of the anti-moment correlators measured; as such in this section we focus on qualitative conclusions from the experimental data.

Figure 4.17a shows the anti-moment correlation function across several doping values from the half-filling to the overdoped regime at a temperature \( T = 0.65(4) J \). While holes appear uncor-
related close to half-filling, at larger doping qualitatively different behavior appears. We find statistically significant anti-moment anticorrelations out to distances greater than two sites, reflecting hole-hole repulsion in this regime. Microscopically, such repulsive interactions can arise from the existence of a low-lying bound state of two holes.\footnote{Here we do not consider geometric-string theory or sprinkled holes because both introduce uncorrelated holes by construction. Additionally, in the comparison to \( \pi \)-flux states we do not include doublon-hole pairs to avoid unintended artifacts in the anti-moment correlator. For reference, we plot the predicted hole-hole correlation function for a}
phenomenological model of spinless fermionic chargons with nearest-neighbor hopping of strength $t$ and a temperature of $0.6J^{197}$. This model is motivated by the possibility that spinon-chargon pairs unbind to realize a deconfined phase chargons. For simplicity we consider free fermions, where strong anticorrelations result from Pauli repulsion, but qualitatively similar behavior is expected for bosonic chargons with hard-core interactions. More informed theoretical work has also proposed the possibility of a non-trivial metallic state of chargons$^{197}$. We find that both $\pi$-flux states and free fermionic chargons qualitatively describe the experimental result.

The emergence of this repelling behavior can be characterized by plotting the anti-moment correlation as a function of doping for $d = \sqrt{2}$ and $d = 2$, see figure 4.17b. Beyond the intermediate doping regime, negative correlations appear at distances of $\sqrt{2}$ and 2, suggesting a growth of hole-hole repulsion with doping. Furthermore, the presence of anti-moment correlations between sites of differing sub-lattices at $d = 1$ evidences against holes tunneling preferentially between sites of one sub-lattice, as predicted by theories of point-like magnetic polarons with a dispersion minimum at $(\pi/2, \pi/2)$ in the Brillouin zone$^{196,198,213,214}$.

Finally, we plot a normalized $g^{(2)}(d = \sqrt{2})$ to account for the difference between doped holes and holes in doublon-hole pairs and quantify the relative fraction of doped holes that are anticorrelated:

$$\tilde{g}^{(2)}(|d|) \equiv \frac{C_h(d)}{\delta^2} + 1$$  

(4.25)

for doping $\delta$, see figure 4.17c. This rescaling allows direct comparison to the $g^{(2)}$ function for theories without doublon-hole pairs. Because the number of free holes is so small for doping below
5%, no statistically significant statements can be made about the behavior of holes in this regime.

We now consider a magnetic polaron theory motivated by geometric strings. In the geometric-string theory, we assume that chargons are completely uncorrelated with each other, but due to their fermionic statistics Pauli blocking should actually introduce anti-correlations which have not yet been included in our analyses. We first consider a description of these chargons as free, point-like, fermionic magnetic polarons \( \hat{\mathbf{n}}_j \) on a square lattice, where the known dispersion relation of the dressed hole\(^{123,40,141} \) is used to define a tight-binding hopping model of the polaron. The momentum-space Hamiltonian is given by \( \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{mp} = \sum_k \hat{\mathbf{n}}_{k} \hat{\mathbf{h}}_{k} \epsilon_{mp}(k) \), with approximated dispersion relation:

\[
\epsilon_{mp}(k) = \left[ 4\chi^2 J^2 |\cos(k_x) e^{-i\Phi/4} + \cos(k_y) e^{i\Phi/4}|^2 + B_{ct}^2/4 \right]^{1/2} \tag{4.26}
\]

motivated by the mean-field description of the staggered flux plus Néel state\(^{142} \) with parameters \( \chi = 0.8, B_{ct} = 0.35J, \) and \( \Phi = 0.4\pi \) determined such that the exact quantum Monte Carlo results at \( J = 0.4t \)\(^{141} \) are correctly captured. The resulting two-point correlations for a range \( T = 0.5J \) to \( T = 0.7J \) in the thermal state \( \rho_{mp} = e^{-\beta \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{mp}} / Z_{mp} \) are calculated for \( t = 2J \). Figure 4.17c shows that our data is incompatible with this model, which predicts significantly weaker hole-hole anti-correlations. Similar behavior is predicted by the \( \pi \)-flux theory, which models the doped holes as point-like objects moving in a quantum spin liquid of singlets.

Next we examine the picture of free chargons, motivated by considering magnetic polarons with a finite extent that results from the spinon-chargon bound state predicted by geometric-string theory. At sufficiently large chargon density, or doping, the chargons are expected to interact and their
hard-core character will introduce anti-correlations. In this regime, geometric strings are also expected to overlap substantially and modify the dispersion relation of the chargons to be independent of spinons, yielding spinless chargons. We find that the experimental results demonstrate consistency with these free chargons, in agreement with earlier theoretical work in the strange-metal regime\textsuperscript{317,343}. This extension to the geometric string theory may be able to explain the deviations from experiment seen in other observables at high doping, but additional analyses are required.

4.8 Phenomenological models

While our results indicate that both geometric strings and π-flux states predict experimental result better than sprinkled holes, it is also constructive to assess how well basic phenomenological models perform. More specifically, it continues to address the question of how restrictive these observables are; that is, how easily one can construct a dataset which matches the experimental data in all of these observables, regardless of whether that dataset is actually achievable through the Hubbard model. At the same time, the exercise of simulating a set of spin distributions which match the experimental result in all observables is certainly beyond the scope of this work, and we do not perform an exhaustive search. Now I consider two such models.

4.8.1 Matching spin correlations

Here we begin with a random but balanced spin distribution. From this ensemble, we randomly place the desired number of doublon-hole pairs and holes according to the desired doping value. Finally, we flip spins randomly until the correlators $C_s(1)$ and $C_s(\sqrt{2})$ agree with the experimental
Figure 4.18: Performance of phenomenological models. a, String length histogram, spin correlation function, and staggered magnetization distribution for experiment and a phenomenological model where spins are flipped in a random spin distribution until the nearest-neighbor and next-nearest neighbor spin correlators match experimental values. b, Same quantities, but comparing experiment to a phenomenological model where singlet pairs are added to a classical Néel checkerboard and a projective measurement is performed. The singlet pair density is tuned to achieve rough agreement with the doped experimental data. For both subfigures, experimental data is shown in circles; simulated data is shown in dashed lines.

data. From this dataset, we apply our string pattern detection algorithm to compare with experimental result. The region of interest of the dataset matches that of the experiment. We generate images corresponding to half-filling and to 10% doping in experiment.

Figure 4.18a shows the measured string pattern length distribution, spin correlation function, and full counting statistics of the staggered magnetization for the generated images in comparison to experimental result. Because we begin with spin distributions with no correlations and artificially introduce nearest-neighbor and diagonal next-nearest neighbor correlations, it is not surprising that the correlation functions do not agree beyond short distances. In turn, because the spin correlation
function at large distance is closely related to the average staggered magnetization, it is not surprising that the staggered magnetization distribution also does not agree and that the average value is lower for the generated data.

However, the string pattern length distributions do not match either. While there is agreement at short string pattern lengths, the generated images contain statistically significantly more long patterns than in the experiment, especially for half-filling. Surprisingly, it seems that matching the first two correlators is insufficient to introduce the order needed to prevent long string patterns. Modifications to the phenomenological model such as beginning from a perfect checkerboard pattern with \( SU(2) \) symmetry do not increase the level of agreement. Furthermore, the additional contributions of making \( C_s(\sqrt{2}) \) match experiment (as compared to just \( C_s(1) \)) are small.

4.8.2 Corrections to a classical AFM

We also apply a phenomenological approach where we begin with a classical checkerboard, create singlets with some variable density, and place doublon-hole pairs and holes randomly according to the desired doping value. We then simulate a projective measurement process and, ensuring that the region of interest is the same as in experiment, run the string search algorithm on the result.

Figure 4.18b shows that while the density of singlets can be varied to achieve reasonable agreement for the staggered magnetization full counting statistics and string-pattern length distribution at 10% doping, the corresponding spin correlation function seems unphysically flat at distances beyond the nearest neighbor. Furthermore, it is clear that keeping the same density of singlets for half-filling results in stark disagreement across all observables.
Figure 4.19: Expanding pattern detection to classical Néel patches. a, Histogram of classical Néel patch sizes as detected after our standard postselection, shown in a linear-linear plot (top) and a linear-log plot (bottom). These histograms exhibit the key features of a peak at large sizes and a plateau at more intermediate patch sizes. It also appears that the geometric strings match the experimental data best. b, Same, but without postselection. The conclusions remain unchanged. Not surprisingly, the peak in patch sizes is shifted to larger sizes and exhibits a reduced contrast. c, Total number of patch patterns with size greater than two sites, with and without postselection. The close similarities to the string-pattern count reflect a limited sensitivity of this observable to distinguishing between theories as discussed in the text. The regions of agreement and disagreement between geometric strings and experiment are consistent with that of the nearest-neighbor spin correlator and the assumption of dilute, noninteracting strings in the geometric-string theory.

4.9 Expansion of pattern detection algorithms

With the use of pattern detection algorithms to create new observables and compare microscopic theories, one can also begin to think about other patterns which may be able to provide insight on doped antiferromagnets. In particular, it is instructive to search for patterns which are not based upon the particular physics of one theory over others. As an example, one can consider searching for classical Néel patches: contiguous regions in a snapshot which overlap with the reference checkerboard pattern. In other words, one can perform the same analysis as the simplified differ-
ence method of section 4.3.1, but instead use the sites which match the reference checkerboard rather
than the sites which deviate. These classical Néel patches can then be grouped by size and number,
much like the string-pattern length histogram and string-pattern count. Furthermore, these patch
patterns may also reveal information which cannot be straightforwardly captured solely by two- and
multi-point correlation functions. For example, a snapshot with a given value of the staggered mag-
netization can realize that value through different distributions and sizes of patches which match
and deviate from the reference checkerboard. Similarly, while the characteristic correlation length
dictates the average length scale of spin correlations across the system, it does not capture the patch
size distribution.

Figure 4.19a shows the preliminary results of the such an analysis, where the datasets are the same
as described in section 4.3.1 and images are postselected as before and as described in section 4.3.1.
Already at half-filling (filled circles) the resulting patch size histogram exhibits a structure much
different than that of the string patterns. Notably, there is a local maximum in patch size at ap-
proximately 28 sites, which is an appreciable portion of the entire 37-site window. The patch size
histogram also exhibits a maximum at small patch sizes, which may result from finite size effects.

As the sample is doped (hollow circles), the peak in patch size shifts to smaller sizes, reflecting
a loss of antiferromagnetic order. For a doping of 10.1\(\pm\)8\%, this peak shifts down to a patch size
of approximately 26 sites, with a corresponding decrease in the number of larger patches detected
and an increase in the number of smaller patches detected. This behavior is not captured by the
sprinkled hole dataset, which shows some change relative to the experimental half doping dataset
but not nearly enough to explain the experimental doping of 10\%. By contrast, the classical Néel
patches extracted from the geometric string dataset have a size histogram which matches that of the experimental doped dataset much more closely. The agreement is not exact, with a slight deficit at large patch sizes and an excess at intermediate patch sizes between about 4 and 20 sites. Very interestingly, however, $\pi$-flux states exhibit a size histogram which continues to be peaked at a patch size of 28 sites and does not match the experimental doped dataset, showing closer resemblance to the sprinkled holes patch-size histogram.

The range of doping values to which this observable is sensitive also seems to extend beyond that of the string patterns; upon considering the “infinite-temperature” case, the peak patch size shifts down even further to a size of approximately 2.4 sites and the peak contrast decreases even further. The persistence of a peak may result from the nonzero strength of the nearest neighbor spin correlator $\hat{C}_s(1) \approx 0.1$ for this dataset, which is actually the high-temperature dataset which spans between temperatures of $1.3(1)J$ and $1.8(1)J$. For a random distribution of spins with zero correlations at all distances, however, the patch-size histogram looks remarkably similar. The peak continues to persist and is only slightly smaller than that of the infinite temperature case, suggesting a non-negligible contribution from finite size effects. This random-spin dataset also exhibits a plateau between 10 and 25 sites. Therefore, it seems here that the random-spin dataset or infinite-temperature dataset should be considered as a baseline, to which all others should be compared.

In addition to the classical Néel patch size histogram, we consider the total number of patches extracted as seen in figure 4.19a. The experimental result looks remarkably similar to the string-pattern count histogram, which may reflect a limited usefulness of the total count in that it can be described completely by an initial slope and final saturation level. Here, too, the sprinkled holes result does
not agree with the experimental result; neither do the \( \pi \)-flux states. As for geometric strings, we see agreement at low doping levels below 6\%, after which the prediction from geometric strings is noticeably higher than for experiment. This deviation reveals that beyond the underdoped regime there are more classical Néel patches for simulated geometric strings, which may reflect a backaction from the spin background which tends to restore antiferromagnetism. Such an interpretation would be consistent with the corresponding observed contrast in the nearest-neighbor correlator.

Because the signal to noise is particularly excellent for this pattern-based observable, it is also possible to examine the results without postselection. The results are shown in figure 4.19b. We find they appear largely similar to the results with postselection, except that now the peak patch sizes at half-filling and 10\% doping are about 45 and 35 sites, respectively. These sizes are much smaller compared to the total system size of 80 sites, relative to the case with postselection. The peak contrast has also decreased, possibly from images with poor staggered magnetization with more evenly distributed patch sizes. All datasets continue to exhibit a plateau, now between 20 and 40 sites, which is again consistent with a contribution from finite size effects. Across all simulations, the predictions from the geometric string theory continue to match the doped dataset best.

The associated patch-pattern count per site looks largely unchanged from the removal of postselection. Again, sprinkled holes do not explain the experimentally measured result, while geometric strings agree in the underdoped regime. However, the \( \pi \)-flux states show a stark increase in the slope of the number of patterns versus doping. It is not completely understood why this is the case, but it may indicate that although the \( \pi \)-flux states have been fit to match the experimental data on average, smaller subsets of snapshots may deviate. More detailed investigations are necessary to better under-
stand these preliminary results and to better assess the preliminary conclusions here. I should also note that the idea of using pattern based observables can be extended to any type of pattern. It is not strictly necessary that these patterns have any physical motivation, however the physical interpretation of patterns which are physically motivated is significantly more intuitive.

4.10 Additional remarks

In this chapter, I have explored how we may be able to use new observables to study the physics of strongly correlated systems. To the question of how we can extract additional useful information in our site-resolved snapshots, beyond what is contained in a two- or multi-point correlation function, we select a pattern detection algorithm to extract observables that cannot be straightforwardly expressed with correlations. These string-pattern-based observables leverage the power of quantum simulation to collapse the quantum state in a single experimental instance, and therefore represents an abstraction from and complement to established observables such as correlation functions or full counting statistics. While it is not a priori clear that this algorithm should yield observables which contain additional information, we find that this is indeed the case. More specifically, we find that certain values of the average string-pattern count and average string-pattern length can be achieved through heating an antiferromagnet but not by doping, and vice-versa.

To address how we may be able to make distinctions between candidate microscopic theories for the doped Hubbard model, we use these new observables as a complement to conventional spin observables to assess microscopic theories of the doped Hubbard model. We very carefully examine the
effect of postselection and the string patterns found at half-filling, as well as if they have a characteristic shape and how strongly they are affected by the current spin-readout protocol, to ensure that the observables are physically meaningful. We find that much like conventional spin observables, they are sensitive at low temperatures below $T = J$ and from half-filling up to the intermediate doping regime, about 16%. Across all observables considered, we find better agreement with experimental data between both the geometric-string theory and $\pi$-flux states, as compared to sprinkled holes. With no free fitting parameters, geometric strings capture the qualitative sign change of the spin correlator $\tilde{C}_s(\sqrt{2})$ and exhibit better quantitative agreement in the string-pattern observables, while the $\pi$-flux state shows better quantitative agreement in $\tilde{C}_s(1)$ but requires one free fitting parameter.

In addition, at intermediate doping values we find evidence for the onset of repulsion between holes in an antiferromagnet. Of the theoretical models considered, the experimentally measured correlations agree best with a phenomenological theory of free fermionic chargons. Further investigation is required to definitively determine whether the anticorrelation up to a distance of two lattice sites is due to quantum statistics or repulsive interactions. While signatures of other phases such as stripe phases, incommensurate spin order, or nematic fluctuations have not yet been observed in this system, they are predicted to emerge at lower temperatures.
4.11 Future directions

The ideas presented in this chapter for formulating new observables can be extended to other real-space patterns, for example patterns which reflect the underlying physics of other candidate microscopic theories for the doped Hubbard model. Moreover, machine learning techniques can be used to directly compare sets of raw experimental atom distributions to theoretical models without the need for intermediate observables\(^\text{144}\). This class of techniques is highly promising as quantum simulations of the Hubbard model continue to probe lower temperatures within the pseudogap and strange metal phases, but can also be applied to spatially resolved studies of quenches across phase transitions\(^\text{96}\), dynamical phase transitions\(^\text{145}\), and higher-order scattering processes\(^\text{146}\). Possible extensions of our work include systems with anisotropic spin interactions\(^\text{120}\) or doped \(SU(N)\) spin models\(^\text{147}\).

Currently, in the lab we are working to characterize the dynamics of a single hole in an antiferromagnet. We can use a DMD to deterministically place a hole at a pre-determined starting site. Upon releasing the hole, we can monitor how the hole moves with time, as well as how the surrounding spin background is modified. In particular, if the hole fractionalizes into a spinon and a chargon which are bound by a geometric string, we can indirectly measure this under the microscope. Under the geometric-string theory, a hole placed in an antiferromagnetic spin background fractionalizes into a chargon and spinon, and the chargon moves ballistically at short times with a timescale on order of the tunneling energy \(t\). As it moves, it displaces spins and as a result its kinetic energy becomes magnetic energy of the spin background. Once the geometric string is fully formed, the chargon
then moves with the timescale of the spinon movement, the superexchange energy \( J \). It will also be very interesting to study the motion of two holes in an antiferromagnet. Two neighboring holes may move very differently from a single hole because they do not require spins to break antialignment, but at our current temperatures it is unclear whether they will stay bound next to each other, especially since we find anticorrelations between holes. I have no doubt that in the next few years, many very interesting measurements will come out of the Greiner lab lithium quantum gas microscope as the team explores the dynamics of holes and pushes to lower temperatures.
Conclusion

Over the past two years, we in the Greiner lab lithium quantum gas microscope experiment have investigated the potential for quantum simulation of the Hubbard model with ultracold atoms. After realizing a cold-atom Hubbard antiferromagnet, we created an ultra-low entropy band insulator with an entropy per particle which may be 20 times lower than that of the antiferromagnet. Using this band insulator, we explored a quantum state engineering protocol to adiabatically convert it
into a strongly interacting many-body state. While we were ultimately unsuccessful in breaking the record\textsuperscript{32} for the lowest temperatures achieved in a cold-atom Hubbard system, it was because we were limited by fundamental many-body physics, and even so we gained useful insights for future endeavors.

We then turned our attention to doping. In a massive experimental effort, we collected on the order of 30,000 experimental snapshots across various temperature and doping values. On top of this, we developed new observables which cannot be straightforwardly expressed in terms of two- and multi-point correlations. We found that these observables contain more information than what is captured by conventional observables such as the two-point spin correlator and staggered magnetization. By using both new and conventional observables, we see that geometric strings are a potential microscopic model for doped antiferromagnets, at least between $T = 0.5J$ and $T = 0.7J$.

At the same time, only additional experiments can reveal the predictive power of microscopic theories. As promising as our results may seem, it is much too early to judge the validity or usefulness of the geometric string theory as a microscopic spinon-chargon picture of magnetic polarons in the Hubbard model. Not only are continued comparisons necessary for lower temperatures, additional experiments are required to probe the dynamics and excitation spectra of geometric strings.

As of this writing, we are working to push forward on both of these fronts: reaching lower temperatures and better characterizing the complex interplay of spin and charge in the 2D Hubbard model.

Now, having worked during my graduate career to push the capabilities of quantum gas microscopes, I will add my voice to the chorus (of predominantly others also in the Fermi quantum gas
microscope community) expressing excitement for the future of this subfield. With so many experiments online and even more on the way, the concerted effort to probe new physics in the Hubbard model is sure to pay off. In particular, I think the community will begin to address open questions on whether the Hubbard model captures the physics of the cuprates in the doped antiferromagnet and strange metal regimes. We will also continue to develop techniques for measuring spin and charge transport, such that once we reach lower temperatures we will be able to characterize and compare the low-temperature states realized. Machine learning has also recently emerged as a technique for analyzing experimental snapshots\textsuperscript{148,144}, and I see this playing a growing role complementary to analysis via standard observables and new pattern-based observables. The community will also cautiously try to reach the low temperatures required to probe pseudogap physics, search for stripe phases (which has only recently been seen outside of the superconducting regime in cuprates\textsuperscript{149}) and incommensurate order, and eventually probe for \textit{d}-wave superfluidity. These endeavors are high-risk, high-reward, and will certainly capture the attention of some groups, but not all. Needless to say, this field is sure to surprise over the years to come.
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